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PÁRT I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this practicum was to provide family focused treatment

of intrafaniLial sexuaL abuse through family and couple therapy. Through

the apprication of current theory and knowÌedge of sexual abuse treatment
the student undertook to provide clinical intervention to four famiLies

where sexual abuse occurred. This practicum also served as an opportunity
for the student to deverop and explore her famiry therapy skirLs and

intervention style.

Part two of this report is a review of the literature concerning the
etiological theories of child sexuaL abuse and its occurrence withi¡r ilie
famj-Ly systen. A brief discussion of the knowledge of the effects of
sexual abuse is included' Different treatnent approaches that currently
exist are derived fron what is known about the etiology of child sexuaL

abuse' A review of the literature wiLL suggest that the current knowledge

base cannot provide clinicians with a single expranation for the occurrence

of sexual abuse in famiLies, and in recognition of this that treatment

needs to be flexible and individua-l.ized to meet the needs of a family,
based on a careful assessment of the nature of the sexual offense and

patterns and characteristics of the family system. Family centered

treatment models which include fanily and couple therapy are frequently
described in the literature.
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In part three of this report, the practicum experience and

interventions are described. Included is a descriptio¡r of the setting,
characteristics of the famiries and crinical supervision. other

interventions that were provided to families as part of the overarl
treatment pJ-an (individual; group) wirr be briefry described.

Part four of the report wil.l describe the evaluation instruments

utilized' Famij.ies completed the FamiJ.y Assessment Measure (FAM-3) as pre

and post intervention measures. The Dyadic Adjustnent scale was used to
measure changes in the couple relationship before an¿ at termÍnation of
therapy. FamilÍes also completed a problem checkrist pre and post

intervention. concluding comments regarding the practicum experience are

found in Part V of the report.

Throughout this report the terms incest and intrafamilial sexual abuse

wiLl be used' The definition of these terms is borrowed from sgroi (1982)

and refers to any forn of sexual activity between a child and a parent or
step-parent, extended family member or surrogate parent figure. This is a

psychosocial definition where the familial relationship is believed to be

of significance rather than merely the biological reLationship.
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PART II

LITERATT'RE REVIEH

In the literature that examines the causes of sexuaL abuse in
families, nultiple contrjbuting factors are identified. categorizations of
these factors are her.pful and are utirized frequently. Haugaard and

Reppucci (1988) in their discussion of causes of sexual abuse examine four
areas: 1 ) functionar expranation 2) feminist expranation 3 ) crraotic
famiry and 4) individual pathology. Others have acknowledged that
sociological, intergenerational and family characteristics contribute to
the development of incest in a family. Kenpe and Kenpe (19a4) identify
just two broad categories, the multi-problem or chaotic family, and the

superficialìy stable famiJ.y with a rigid authorjtarian father. This js
merely descriptive of family characteristics and does not appropriately
recognize other contributing factors. Teirney and corwin (19g3) in a

review of factors present in intrafamilial sexual abuse present a model

that explores the probJem from four levels. These are sociological factors
such as househol'd density' geographic or social isolation, family structure
including composition, role disturbance and power distribution, individual
predispositions and personality characteristics of family nembers, and

precipitating factors such as life stress or parental absence. These

authors point out that different theoretical perspectives may be

represented by the numerous fields involved in child sexual abuse such as

social work, medicine, psychoJ.ogy, psychiatry and socioJ.ogy. Indeed orìe , s

frame of reference may be influenced by a theoretical background, but also
by one's observations and roLe in their involvenent with these famiLies.
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The categorization presented by Haugaard and Reppucci will be adapted

here as a basis for further elaboration on the etiology of incest.

Theories about sexual abuse in families can fit into one of the four

categories.

The functional explanation invol.ves the principles of family systems

theory and structural models of family functioning. Sexual abuse of a

child in a fanily serves some function to maintain the patterns of

interaction as they exist in the family unit, although the function is
actually damagÍng to the family. The sexuaÌly abusive behavior is viewecl

as a symptom of an already dysfunctional family system, for example, a way

of dealing with tension and distance in the marital dyad. Corrective

intervention invoLves the restructuring of the rules and patterns of

interaction within the family, and in the conmunity and outside systems.

Alexander (198s) pnesents a view of the incestuous family system,

highlighting the significance of the interaction of the family system with
its environnent. She describes the incestuous family as dysfunctional and

characterized by "entrophy", that is, lack of differentiation, rigid
patterning, inflexibility and avoidance of growth and change. Too much

homeostatis is said to exist, and the family is isolated from its
environment, avoidant of role differentiation and individual

differentiation.

The author emphasizes the need for intervention to be directed at

increasing the exchange between the family system and the external system.

Sinilar principles are discussed by Mrazek and Bentovim (19g1), who also

suggest that patterns develop between the systenic characteristics and are
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impacted by stressfur family of origin events. The systemic

characterjstics of the family are aIlÍances, communication, parental

functions, boundaries, roles, affective processes and exchanges with
outside systens. These influênce and are influenced by family of origÍn
events and the degree to which these events have been accepted, integrated
or resoLved by the present parental dyad. The authors suggest that in an

incestuous family, what should be nurturant physicaÌ contact becomes

sexualized' Intimacy and closeness between adults is probl.enatic, and

separateness is threatening. The coalition in the parentai. subsystem is
weak, and boundaries are crossed not only in sexuality but in other areas.

In this model the occurrence of incest is explained by a combination of
family of origin events and present family systens characteristics. Others

have identified family dysfunction and intergenerational issues as key to
the understanding of sexual abuse in families (sgroi, 19g2; Gelinas,

1983;1986 )

Feminist theory has contributed much to our understanding of sexual

abuse and expJ-oitation of chiLdren and adults in relationships. This has

occurred in the analysis of basic sexual inequaÌity and the patriarchal
social system' The feminist literature that examined the problem of sexual

assault against adult women and abuse of women by nen has been adapted to
explain sexual abuse of children both in and outside the family (e.g.

Brownniller, 1975). child sexuaL abuse was viewed as a conseguence of male

socÍalization and historical social. processes that identified females as

the property of nen, with power, inequality and male social control of
women and children as key contributing factors. The prevaLence of child
pornography is another area of victimization that is viewed as perpetuating
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more child sexual abuse. Within the fanÍly, the fathers excess power and

control in the family dynamic is seen as responsible for the development of
incest (Hernan, 19s1). The therapeutic goal is prinarily a change in the

power balance in favor of the'¡nother. Family therapy is frequently seen as

inappropriate since it is viewed as implying shared responsibility for the

abuse among atl family nrembers. As witl be discussed in a later section
this is not the implication according to the family therapy literature.
Family therapy has been criticized for supporting existing power imbalances

and male dominance by seeking family restoration. Hernan (19s1) suggests

that the restoration of the family must begin with strengthening the

¡nother-daughter relationship toward assuring the victim protection and

support. The health of the mother-daughter reLationship is seen as the

most neaningful index of family rehabilitation. rn addition, it is
suggested that interventio¡r be aimed at the social leveÌ, altering the

socjal structures that support victinization by males and at the indjvjdual
perpetrators of abuse. Herman has observed that a dichotomy exists within
different programs - those that crit icize famity reunification versus those

that see it as in the best interest of arl family members.

The "chaotic fani.ly" is also identified by several authors as a type

of fanily where incestuous child abuse occurs. (Haugaard and Repucci,

7987; sgroi,7982; Kenpe and Kenpe, 19g4; Anderson and shafer, 19zg).

chaotic families are said to be characterized by extreme disorganization,

Iack of behavior control and absence of physical and emotional boundaries

between members. such families are often physicaJ.Iy and emotionalJ.y

isolated from their community. They are perceived by professionals as

extrenely difficult to engage in treatment. Anderson and Shafer have
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referred to these famÍlies "character-disordered", suggesting they are

nulti-problem fanilies often characterized by chenical depenclency ancì

physicaL violence. Individual members are said to ]ack impulse control,
possess criminal records; lack verbal means for expression of feelings and

present narcissistic traits. The authors seem to generalize without
discrininating between traits of the offending parent and other family
members, Kempe and Kempe also refer to the chaotic famity but suggest

there is an association with their socio-econonic status. They cite
probJ'ems of emotional deprivation, neglect, lack of abiJ.ity to form lasting
relationships, substance abuse, poor inpulse control,.and violence among

such families' Sgroi identified these families as lacking goal.-directed

negotiation anong nenbers and being absorbed in fantasy wÍth little
awareness of reality. She also suggests a poor prognosis for these

famil'ies' but sees them as being less prevalent than the higher functioning
families. "Mid-range" families are viewed as rigid with Iimited coping

mechanisms and a high degree of vulnerability (1982).

The category of chaotic families as explaining incest in families ca¡r

be criticized in that it appears to be a way of describing fanilies that
are either ninimally functioning or infl.uenced by Iarger system components.

There may be a relationship between multi-proble¡n families and cultural and

economic inequality in our society. This expJ.anation is reaLly another way

of suggesting that fanily characteristics contribute to sexual abuse Ín

families, and that there is a range of family patterns and traits that can

be observed among such families.
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Another way that child sexual abuse has been explained is by seeing

the problem as based in the indÍvidual pathology of the offe¡der. Few

offenders denonstrate severe mentaL disturbance in the forn of psychosjs or

other cl.ear psychopathorogy. 'However, it has been suggested that the

offenders pattern of sexual arousal may be pathological in terms of arousal

to children. This perspective has important implications also for the

treatment of sexual abuse and sexual offenders.

Finkelhor (19s4) has developed an elaborate model, that is based on the

perspective that the offenderrs sexual inpu-Ìses are the first precondition

that all'ows sexuaL abuse to occur. He views the behavior of incest and

non-familial sexual abuse of children to be notivated by similar impulses.

He model' is presented as a htay of understanding sexuaL abuse both in and

outsjde the family. The offenders motivation to abuse must be present

before being influenced by situational and familial factors that may

inhibit or allow the abuse to occur. He identifies four factors that
contribute to the internal motivation. First, the aduLt's emotional needs

are ¡net through sexual contact wjth the child, due to emotionaf immaturÍty

and feeLings of control and power, or other non-sexual motivations

surrounding the behavior. Secondly the offender experiences the child as

sexually stimulating as a result of earJ.y sexual experiences, biological
factors or social learning. This factor may differ anong offenders and nay

be hard to isolate. Another factor referred to as ',bì-ockage" is the

offenders inability to seek sexual gratification from adult relationships
due to psychologicaL conflict, personality traits or early sexually

traunatic experiences. other situational or personality factors are said

to contrÍbute to disinhibition to sexuaLly abuse, such as substance abuse
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or stressors related to loss. Finkelhor also discusses the early contact

between a father and daughter in caretaking as inhibiting sexual abuse and

therefore can be considered as a factor where this early contact rvas

lacking, such as in a stepfather reLationship. parker and parker (1936)

compared intrafamily sex offenders with non-offenders, and found

significant differences in the involvenent of the fathers in the early

socialization of their daughters. SexualJ.y abusive fathers were more

likely to have been absent from home for periods of time in the early life
of the child, and were less likely to have been invoLved in childcare and

nurturant activities during the first three years of their daughters ljfe.
This study also found sexually abusive fathers to have experienced greater

instability during their earj.y childhood in their fanily of origin.

Sexually abusive fathers were also more Iikety to have felt emotionally

deprÍved during their own early socialization.

The above explanations for child sexual abuse in the famiLy encompass

the prevalent theories concerning its etiology. Much of the literature is

nohr strongly enphasizing that no one theory or explanation al.one is

adeguate to explain its development in all situations where the problem

occurs. It is becoming increasingly apparent from observing families that

all explanations have refevance. A truly systemic perspective needs to

incorporate family systems and functioning, feminist perspectives of power

and sexual socialization, and individual psychodynamics of sexual

offenders' Several of the authors cited have sought to combine these

explanations. Finkelhor's nodel Ís a good example. sgroi (1gg4) also

identifies muttiple factors of family dynamics, individual pathoJ.ogy and

abuse of power in the fanÍly. This allows for a way of conceptualizing the
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sexually abusjve fanily that includes both underlying motÍvation of the

offending parent, the familial and sociaL structures that contribute to its
occurrence and continuation in any given family situation. Gelinas (1gSg)

has discussed the importance bfthe role of the femaLe, first as an incest

victim, and later as a parent in contributing to the intergenerational

patterns in sexuaLly abusive families. Again, she views patterns as based

in both individual and fanily processes. In her clinical work with adult

women who were incest victims, GeLinas explores how incest victims ofte¡
enter into rel.ationships with men whose characterÍstics and dynamics put

famiLies at risk for repetitive sexual abuse. Relational imbalances exist
in the incest victins farniÌy of origin, since the victin was typically
parentified by both parents. They may the¡r enter into relationships with

¡nen who experienced early enotional deprivation or abuse. Such men may be

characterized as insecure, dependent, immature and sometimes sociopattric in
personality. Gelinas qualifies that there are variations to this profÍle.
Some patterns invol.ve mothers with multipLe boyfriends who abuse their
children, or offenders described as domestic tyrants with whom mothers have

no influence, In these situations offenders nay still possess the

aforenentioned characteristics. In what is described as a "typical
profiJ'e", a gradual initiation of incest occurs out of the fatherrs needs

for nurturance and affection, the mother,s emotjonal depletion and

daughterrs parentified role. Motherts are not presented as invariabJ.y

collusive or as abandoning their partner sexually. The Íntergenerational

pattern occurs when the victim is exploited in subseguent relationships as

she gets older, repeating a pattern of marriage to a ¡nale possessing

similar characteristics as her father. Her early parentification 1eads to

ambivalent feelings toward her own children. She is often able to neet the
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earlier biological needs of her children and parent adeguately when they

are very young' As the child matures, relational prob].ems begin to emerge.

while this pattern described by Gelinas seems to fit many of the situations
encountered in practice, it häs been argued that one should be cautious

about generalizing or suggesting that one typicaì profire exists. For

exampJ'e' while it is true that some cases encountered in practice appear to
be a gradual initiation of sexual contact to neet affection and nurturance

needs, there are also numerous cases of violent and coercive sexual contact
and threatening behavior toward children in a family. rt is also not known

if sexual' abuse that is non-violent would develop into more violent
behavior over a period of time or,if a child became more overtly resistive.
Nor does the existence of violence in the behavior alter the psychological_

impact and damaging effects on the victim, regardless of the specific
nature of abuse, although it does infl.uence the degree of impact.

Haugaard and Reppucci (19s2) have suggested that "perhaps the best

approach is to conclude that there are several equalJ.y vaJ.id explanations

depending on the family in question and that the search for an ideal
explanation of incest may be fruitless". It becomes clear that a

conbination of factors and expJanations are suitable to the understanding

of why sexual abuse occurs in families. Jon Conte (19g2; 19g4) has also

criticized the often assumed distinction between perpetrators of sexual

abuse in the family and outside the famiì.y. He suggests that they may have

¡nore si¡nilarities than differences and that the notion that the classic
incest offender differs from the pedophire is premature, based on our

current knowledge of offender behavior. conte also points out that there
is a tendency to view the problem as originating in interpersonal or
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intra-personal functioning. A more systemic perspective would be helpful
toward recognizing the contribution of sociological factors such as

pornography and socioeconomic conditions. This has been supported by

Finkelhor's research as descrl.bed earlier.

A review of the effects of sexuaÌ abuse on children and fanilies ai.so

supports the rationale for family-focused treat¡nent. The problem of sexual

abuse has an impact on all family members and their interaction with each

other. For the child victim in the family, the relationships upon which he

or she depends o¡r for security and safety are threatened. There exists
little debate among those involved in helping sexually abusive families
that physical and psychological harm occurs as a result of abuse.

Professionals find themselves confronted with victims presenting both

initial effects and J.ong term conseguences.

Finkelhor and Brown (19s6) conducted a large review of the research

literature on the effects of aLl forms of child sexual abuse. In summary

initial effects on children are cited as reactions of fear, anxiety,

depression, anger, hostility and inappropriate sexuaL behavior. Effects on

adult survivors of sexual abuse include depression, self-destructive
behavior, anxiety, feelings of isolation and stigma, poor-seJ.f-esteem,

tendency toward re-victimization, substance abuse, generalized mistrust and

sexuaL maladjustment. FinkeLhor aLso found that trauma increased when

sexual abuse was perpetrated by a father or stepfather, when there was

genital contact, presence of force, and a large age difference between

victim and perpetrator. Trauna was also greater when the victin's fanily
was unsupportive and when the victim was removed from the home.
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Russell (1986) looked at subjective trauma as reported by adult women

survivors of incest. She found a re.lationship between the severity of
incestuous abuse and the degree of trauma reported. For examp].e, the

distinction between intercourSe and genital fondling was important in
predicting trauma. Duration and frequency of abuse also influenced degree

of trauma. Russell also confirmed Finkelhor's finding that measure of
force and violence affected degree of trauma. she further postulated that
stepfathers may be less restrained in their abusive behavior than

biologicaL fathers' In her clinical hrork, sgroi (19g2) has noted many of
the destructive effects already mentioned in the above studies. sexual

abuse is nearly always disruptive, disorienting and destructive for a

child' one reason is that the degree of stimulation is beyond the child's
capacity to deaL with and assinilate. The experience interferes with the

child's normaf developnental tasks of ¡nastering his or her environment and

seLf in reLation to others' Exploitation by another person in a powerful

position causes confusion for the chil"d. Kempe and Kempe have noted that
matry of the symptons seen in children who are victims of intrafamiliar
abuse are similar to those in children victimized by soneone outside the

family. In addition to symptoms noted above they have observed phobias,

psychosonatic problems, schoof difficulties and poor inpulse control

reLated to sexual. and aggressive behavior (19g4).

In attempting to identify the effects of sexual abuse, much of the

literature has pointed out that it is difficult to separate the effects of
the abuse itself from the effects of numerous other factors in the child,s
environment (Kempe and Kempe, 1gg4; Finkerhor and Brown, 19g6; Mrazek and

Mrazek, 1981). Most often this refers to the dysfunctional aspects of the
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faniÌy system where sexual abuse occurs. Children freguently experience

physical abuse, neglect and impaired fanily relationships and are exposed

to chaotic and isolated environments. These factors that pre-date the

onset of sexual. abuse and all of the child,s earLier experience both

positive and negative wilL influence observable effects on the child
victim' Kempe and Kenpe (1984) note that the variable behavjoral symptons

may relate to the age of the child, the degree of interference with
developmentaL status and the child's basic strengths and vulnerabilities.

The most obvious gap on the research of the impact of sexuaj. abuse is
that of the effects on nale victins. Finkelhor and Brownrs (19s4) rerriew

noted that most impact studies contain samples of female victims only.

Most studies do not discuss specific effects on adult men or nale chilclren.
More recently clinicians has recognized a connectio¡ between adolescent

sexual offenders and a history of sexual or physical vjctimjzatjon in their
families. Adolescent offenders may also have been witness to sexual abuse

in their fanilies' Male children who are sexually victjnized are more

Likely to be younger and more likely to be physically abused as weLl. They

are aLso less likely to be identified as victins and they are most

frequently abused by men (FinkeJ.hor, 19S4),

The risk of the development of intergenerational patterns of incest
have frequently been explored in the literature, and this needs to be

considered one of the long tern effects of sexual abuse on the family as a

whole, and even on future generations (GeLinas, 1gg3; Koch and Jarvis,
1987; Larson and Maddock, 19gZ; Sgroi, lgSZ; Kenpe and Kenpe, 1984; Mrazeck

and Bentovim, 1981)' The risk 1s present not only for victimized chiLdren,
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but also for síblings not directly abused but exposed to the problematjc

family dynamics and inappropriate sexual behavior. As described earLier,

Gelinas examined patterns of abuse trans¡nitted through the female victjms

experience, and Parker and Parker (1986) had found patterns of ear].y

deprivation in the adult male sexual offender. C-l.inicians working wÍth

incestuous families now routinely exploi'e the adults early childhood

experience and frequently discover sexual or physical abuse in family of

origin history. The evidence strongly supports the need to recognize

intergenerational risks and to view the family system as a target of

intervention. Larson and Maddock (198?) have gone as far as to say that

they have not treated an incest family where sexual abuse was not founcì in

previous generations.

In addition to the consideration of long-term risk, a systenic family

focused intervention acknowledges the immediate and short-term impact of

disclosure and disruption of the fanily systen. hrithin weeks after incest

is disclosed it is typical for families to have contact with five different
agencies. The family is faced with overwhelming information, nultiple
social service involvement and separation of family members. Solin (19g6)

has observed the response of the family members toward the socÍal system

and interprets their anger as displaced from the offending parent onto the

service system. This response is viewed as an extension of family ]oyalty.

She suggests that the chiLd victim needs to reframe the abusive parent as

good, and that the familíes displacenent of affect should initÍalty be

viewed as an adaptive facilitation of the psychological managenent of the

discLosure.
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it is important to carry the above hypothesis even further in order to
recognize the strong anbivalence that may be present in each famÍly member.

Disclosure of sexual abuse brings both relief and fear. Many sexuaL

offenders express relief at their behavior being stopped by the vjctims
disclosure and the external intervention. previous attempts at
seLf-control of the behavior may have failed. This relief is mÍxed with
the fear of loss of significant relationships and the threat of criminal
charges. The victim is relieved of the burden of the secret and of
continued abuse, yet freguentJ.y expresses regret at disclosing due to the

responses of family nembers and the numerous disruptive consequences of
discLosure. Ambivalence is aJ.so present in the non-offending parent w¡o

both wants to do the "right thing" to protect her children and yet is faced

with mixed feelings toward the victim and her partner and doubts about

herself as a parent and as a partner. sgroi (lggz) also discusses the

intensity of divided loyalty in situations where parents choose to support

one another and ignore the needs of the child victim. During the initial
crisis of disclosure' it is unusual for parents to present as choosing to
make significant changes in their parenting and behavior. l.ear, deniaL,

and ambivalence are manifest by fluctuations in loyalty and conflicting
feelings related to conplex famity and individual dynanics. The

recognition and management of these feelings by the professionals involved
has strong implications for the outcone of the situation for the family,
and suggests that the clinical invoLvement needs to begin immediately after
disclosure. The initiai confusion and conflict is a healthy and necessary

part of the process of change as family members begin to struggle toward

change that wjll provide a safer environment.
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Therapists also need to recognize that often anger toward the social

service system is an appropriate response to the inadequacy of that system

and the families frustration wÍth its operation. The therapist needs to be

sensitive to the reality of the families frustration and its justification,
and be able to validate their feelings.

Sone have argued against a family focused treatment approach. In

reference to child abuse of any form, WÍllia¡ns (1g8g) suggests that current

chiid abuse prograns that have a goal of keeping the farnily intact
discourages a focus on strategies directed toward creating new alternatives

to keeping children at home and protecting their well being. She states

that nost treatment services are focused on parents and neglect

psychosocial problems of abused children. She argues for a child advocacy

orientation directed at re¡noval of children, termination of parental rjghts
and freeing children for adoption. While few woul.d disagree that tliere are

situations where this approach would be reconmended, decisjons need to be

made upon careful and ongoing assessment of each faniJ.y in question witli
the degree of risk to a child being the first consideration. Assessing

degree of risk is not always a simple matter. Professionals are often

faced with a dilemma in making their recommendations. In referring to
incestuously abused children, Fine and carnevale (19g4) point out the

complexity of determining the needs of the child: ,'First, incest

intensifies relationships within the family, yet tends to destroy the

family as a social systen; second, traumas resulting from incest increase

the child victimrs needs for sensitive parenting, yet continuous parenting

relationships may become less available when the child is removed from

family ties; and third, the practice of pJ.acing child victims into
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foster-care shields them from abuse but also increases their risk for
abnormal personal development." These authors vjew foster-care as a

valuable part of sociaL network treatment as facilitating support and

protection for the chitd and inodeling for the parents, as part of the

overall treatment for the nuclear family. Temporary foster care can be

valuable part of family intervention only if it is part of coordjnatecl

treatment plan.

The following section wirr exptore specific nodels of treatnent
discussed in the riterature and applied in various programs.

FAI{ILY TREAruENT

There are several nodels of faniJy treatnent describecì in the

literature that are based on a combination of therapeutic modulates

incorporating individual, dyad, group and family therapy within an overall
treatment plan. These models are based on the premise that members of
sexually abusíve families have both individual treatment needs and

relationship problems that reguire intervention to facij.itate healthier
family functioning. peer group support and therapy are also viewed as

effective components of a treatment plan promoting resolution of some of
the issues common to child or adolescent victims, offending fathers, and

their partners' The most freguentÌy cited program originated in california
and was developed by H. Giaretto (1gs1). subsequently, other programs have

been developed based on the principles and structure of the Giaretto mode1,

such as a progran in cargary, Arberta (Anderson and Mayes, 19g2). This
program treats families rvhere the offender is a parent or occupies a
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parental role. It is described

systens theory and enphasizing

a humanistic approach, based on family

nartial/parentaì systen as the

foundation of the fanily system. The health of the family is seen as

reflecting the strength or heâlth of the parental dyad. The first phase of
treatment consists of individual counselling for the victim, mother and

father, followed by dyad work in combinations. The finar phase of

treatment is family therapy if reunification is chosen by the family. The

fanily work focuses primarily on adjustnent to living together again, with
open discussion of the abuse, the changes in earlier therapy and

implications of the fathers return. Group therapy is also a component of

treatment. It shouLd be noted that the family therapy sessions in this
program are not initiated until the final stage of treatment. Therefore

siblings are not included as a focus of intervention until the final stage.

This approach is different than the family treatment program outrined in
the work of James and Nasjleti, (19sg). Like other family treatment

programs, this model incorporates individual, couple, group and conjoint
family therapy, and depends on the involvement of the criminaì. justice

system and child protection agency to assist in motivating therapeutic

involvement. In contrast to the Anderson and Mayes approach, this model

includes family sessio.ns from the point of disclosure and assessnent to

termination of treatment' There is a progressive increase in the frequency

of family sessions. The conjoint family therapy is guided by several

tasks:

1 ) To confront the sexual

fami Iy.

2) To define the patterns

abuse openly for the first time as a

AS

the

of abuse in the fanily.
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3) To define the famiries short ter¡n and rong term goars.

4) To establish a visitation plan.

5) To discuss progress toward acconplishment of goals.

6) To discuss adjustmeirt after family is reu¡rited or adjustment to

separat i on .

7) Ternination of court-orderecì treatnent.

While individual, dyad and group work are included, the system dynamics and

patterns of abuse in the family are much more a focus of the change and

intervention. SibJ.ings of the victim are included in treatment with the

overall focus on behavior and interaction in the family, boundary

disturbances and parenting skiLls. The therapeutic stance tends to be

direct and confrontive, particularity in terms of defining the

circumstances and patterns of abuse in the family. change involves

restructuring of ruLes and patterns toward ¡ninimizing the potentiaJ for
recurrence of abuse, with specific attention to rules of relating a¡d

behaviors.

In contrast to the above, Hernan (19s1) emphasizes the strength of the

mother-daughter relationship as providing the best assurance for protection
ofthe victin. she arso sees the need for confrontive and supportive

offender treatment with attention to intimacy and affection needs and

control of sexual inpuJ.ses. The problenatic fanily dynamÍc is viewed as

the father's excess power and control, Essentially Herman's ideas can fit
into a more fanily focused model if the mother-daughter re.Lationship is
viewed as one dyad in the system. James and Nasjleti would agree that the

strength of this relationship is significant to the ¡nother's ability to
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protect and support the child. It must be recognized however, that this
goal cannot be accomplished without intervention also focused on the

mother's individual needs and relationship issues with her partner.

Larson and Maddock (198?) also utilize a family systems approach to

treatment. Their understanding of sexual abuse in the family is based on

the interactional dynamics in the family, boundary issues and sexuality.
structural and strategic fanily therapy technÍques are employed toward

realigning intergenerational boundaries, establishing clear interpersonal

boundaries, creating intrapsychic boundaries and developing ftexibility in
the boundary around the fanily system. Therapeutic goals are achieved in
indjvidual, group, couple and fami-iy therapy. Extended family and parents

of adults in treatment are also included in farnily sessions in order to
address intergenerational issues surrouncling abuse. These cljnicjans have

also strongly emphasized the sexual dynamics in the couple relationship as

well as the way in which sexuality is expressed in the famÍly as a who1e.

For exanple, it is important for the clinician to note how affectionate
touching and physÍcal interaction occurs, and the physÍcal and emotionaL

boundaries between family members. The parents communication with children
about sexual feelings and attitudes needs to be assessed. Couple therapy

includes exploration of their sexuaL relationship as well as their ro1es as

parents. The therapists seek to enpower parents as much as possible to
develop conpetence in parental functions. In sex therapy clinicians assess

the meaning of the sexual relationship to the couple, and their repertoire
of sexuaL interactions with each other. Gender Íssues and stereotypes are

explored. Couples need to Learn to feel pernission to be sexual while

having a sense of responsibility for their ohrn sexual. fulfillment as well.
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as an ability to be responsive to their partner. Intervention involves

sexual re-education and exercises to increase self and partner awareness.

In comparison to other treatment modeLs neviewed, Larson and Maddock have

placed a much greater emphasis on the sexual aspect of the coupìe

relationship in treatment. An exception is Mayer (19ss) who provides a

guideline for sexual history of partners and identifies sex therapy as a

focus of couple work.

Like the approaches described above, most faniry system based

interventions involve attention to the structuraL characteristics of the

family system, and target structural changes wjth particular enphasis on

boundaries, family rules and famiLy roles. crumbly (1gss) describes a case

study of family therapy where an adolescent female was sexually abused by

her father' Family therapy focused on differentiation of roles, boundaries

and hierarchy in the family systen. Life cycle and jntergenerationa]

issues are also addressed with extended faniì.y involvement in therapy

sessjons. In this case study, the dynamics contributing to the sexual

abuse are identified as the breakdown of the parental subsystem,

parentification of the daughter and unresolved intergenerational issues.

The incestuous behavior is seen as having the underlying systemic function
of being how the parents perceived the adolescent meeting their needs. In
their work with the family the therapists used structuraL interventions to
differentiate c.Lear boundaries and roles and develop appropriate

expectations of the adolescent in parenting. couple work focused on

nurturance and support in the relationship. hJhile the intervention was

determined to be effective in stopping the sexual abuse, it is not clear if
the therapists dealt directly and openly with the sexual abuse in the
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treatment of the farnily, as is apparent in the other approaches (.Iames and

Nasjleti, 1983; Larson and Maddock, 19SZ).

In another case study (DäIe et al, 1986) a tean of therapists describe

their work with an incest family over a period of 1.S years. Based on the

Giaretto moder, treatnent phases included couple therapy, indivjdual

therapy and later famiLy therapy. The discussion focuses on the diLemmas

encountered by the therapists, Ín that they tended to ,'get stuck,' when the

family encountered natural ambivalence and confusion. processes in the

team became conflictual and polarized in response to the family, with the

team mirroring the confLict occurring in the famiJ.y. ConsuLtation and

processing of team ínvolvenent facititated identification of role confusion

and counter-transference and clarified process issues. The confusion and

anbivalence in the family is reframed as a predictable and natura.l process;

rather than a barrier to intervention.

sgroi (1982) identifies several treatnent issues in fanily
intervention similar to those issues identified by others and cited earlier
(isolation, denial, boundary and comnunication issues). She emphasjzed

abuse of power as a key treatment issue. As in other programs described,

family therapy is suggested as part of a comprehensive treatment plan.

sgroi also points out that intervention needs to take the form of

aggressive outreach involving the therapist's entry into the physical

environment of the farnily. She suggests further that "total life support,'

is needed for the fanily whose patterns of functioning have been disrupted

after the disclosure. The therapist needs to attend to environmental

services as we-LL as provide support and guidance. rt may be said that
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sgroi is referring here to the adoption of an ecologíca¡ framework in the

intervention. It is important to perceive the family system as a part of
it's ecological environment with social and physical components surrounding

it' Therapists need to examihe the nature of the transactions occurring
within this ecological network of systens. Many familjes where sexual

abuse occurs are identified as socially isolated and lacking meaningful and

hearthy interaction with outside systems. An important part of any

intervention may involve, for example, mobilizing resources for a family
such as financial needs, or access to training or child care. Janes and

Nasjleti (1983) for example, describe the facilitation of enrolJ.ing the

child victim in nursery school where she began to develop connections wjth
other children. IlIith families in treatment, the therapeutic network also
becomes a part of the families ecol.ogical environment. Relationships and

interaction between individua.l professionals and agencies l¡ecome

significant to the outcome and process of the intervention program.

GeLinas (1986) identifies how such muLti-agency involvement can become

problematic and fragnented Íf not structured as a cooperative therapeutic
network' Personal connections cultivated among professional.s is extremeJ.y

valuable to the process of treatnent.

In summary, the various case studies tend to highright different
contributÍng factors and targets of intervention while dealíng with
commonly identified treatment issues. structural dynanics,

intergenerational issues and environnental needs are consistently cited
targets for change and exploration in treatment, with the goal of stopping

the sexual abuse. A structural model as a basis for evaluating families
explores characteristics of boundaries, subsystems distance, involvement,
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and connectedness. These concepts are useful for describing family

functioning and defining targets for change. The structural model does not

claim a causal link between the family system and the problem of sexual

abuse, but rather is a way of'conceptualizing how a system maintains a

probJ-em behavior' The process of change involves changes in the relative
positions of family members, whi-le exploring new ruÌes for transacting

(Colapinto, 1982 ) .

The case study in sexuaL abuse literature has been crjticized with

respect to the tendency to focus only on father-daughter incest, and the

overall lack of control to determine the effectiveness of a famÍly system

approach to treatment (Conte, 1982). It is clear that insufficient data

has been generated regarding the effectiveness of sexuaL abuse treatment

programs in stopping abuse. One evaluation of the Giaretto program found

that it was successful in increasing the offenders feelings of

responsibility for the abuse and in decreasing recidivism, but was Less

successful in keeping the fanily together (Sagatun, 1982). It is not clear

in this evaluation if the i""u" of family reunification is related to the

stage of intervention. It also presupposes that effective intervention

means reunification. Certainly the question of recidivism is difficult,
since one must judge duration of follow-up of offenders and neans of

detecting recidivism.

Finally it is important to recognize, as Ilaugarrd and Repucci poínt

out (1987) that some clinicians identify the offenders deviant arousal

pattern as the first contributing factor to child sexual abuse. Assessment

of arousaJ. patterns to deviant versus normaL stimuli can be deternined
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through specific testing methods of physioJ.ogical arousal. tlJhile such

testing is not 100% valid, it can suggest tendencies in arousal patterns

with the belief that men with deviant arousal to children are more Iikely
to repeat incest and more likêly to abuse children outside the family. The

treatment of choice involves behavioral oriented therapies designed to
reduce the offenders arousal to children together with insight therapy to
assist in his understanding of the meaning of his incestuous behavior. The

contribution of alcohol or drug abuse is also assessed and identified as a

target of treatment' Some family systems oriented therapists appear to
recognize this category and refer to their programs as unsuitable for
pedophiles (Anderson and Mayes, 1982). James and Nasjleti (1983) however,

see¡n to treat incest offenders and non-related child molesters as mutually
exclusive groups, suggesting that their fanily systems approach is suitable
for a]l intrafamjlial abuse. conte (19s4) has reninded us that this may ber

erroneous since some sexual offenders are known to sexually abuse botir in
and outsjde of the fanily, and that these individuaìs may indeed represent
those with deviant arousal to children. Larson and Maddock do not address

this issue. They suggest rather that some offenders are motivated more by

rage and aggressive impuLses more than affection needs and that
victinization in the offenders history is always a contributing factor.
Based on what is known currently about the possibility of deviant arousal
patterns contributÍng to offending behavior, it neecls to be considered in
the treatment plan for any famity, and behavioraL treatment techniques can

be incorporated into a family treatment progran as a part of the fatherrs
individual therapy.
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PART III

PRACTICT'II HXPERIENCE

The setting for the clinical practicum was the Children's Hospital

Chitd Protection Centre at the Health Sciences Centre in Winnipeg. ThÍs is
a Provincial chi]d protection program where the overal.l objective is the

prevention and treatnent of child abuse. Services at the Centre inclucìe

diagnostic and treatment services using both inpatient and outpatient

facilities, and consultation for cases of child physical, sexual and

enotional abuse, faiLure to thrive and neglect, Two of the prograns

operating out of the Child Protection Centre are the sexual assault clinic
and offender treatment, In the sexual assault clinic a muttidisciplinary

team assesses children who have been referred as victins of sexual abuse.

These chil.dren are seen by appointment three haJ.f-days a week, for

psychosocial assessments and medical examinations. Staff also neet with

and interview parents and social workers accompanying the child. In cases

of intrafanilial abuse, siblings residing in the home are al,so assessed by

the team. Most often this assessment occurs at a time of crisis for the

child and family, when a discLosure or discovery of sexual abuse has

recently occurred. The assessnent is also investigative since the medical

exanination nay provide evidence for a future criminal investigation of a

parent. Beyond this initial assessment, follow-up may involve, where

appropriate, consultation and recommendations to Child and Family Services

Agencies. The Centre works with these agencies and others in the community

in an attenpt to nobilize treat¡nent resources for fa¡nilies and children
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seen in the clinic. All
are discussed at weekJ.y

current cases of child physical and sexual abuse

team meetings of Child protection Centre staff.

The offender treatment piogram is a group therapy program targeted for
men who have sexualLy abused their children. This program includes a

corresponding treat¡nent group for the partners of these men. Both groups

meet weekly for a nine month period, with termination of involvement being
determined on an individual basis in consultation with group therapists.
All offenders have a father or father-figure relationship to the child
victin(s)' criteria for group involvement Íncludes that he must accept

responsibility for the sexuaL abuse and enter a guilty plea to criminal
charges in court. Because of limited resources for offender treatnent,
priority for group membership is given to offenders who, with their family,
intend to reunite. A change in thjs goal during treatment does not effect
continued involvement in the program. The main objectives of gre offenders
group is to assist the men in accepting full responsibÍlity for the

sexually abusive behavior, and to develop nethods to control deviant sexual

arousaL. offenders must be prepared to disclose and examine in detail
their sexual offenses, determine the patterns of their behavior and

identify rationalizations used that allowed it to continue. victim inpact
is aLso a focus of the group, toward deveroping greater empathy for their
victims' Treatnent includes exploration of any victimization experiences

in the childhood of the offenders to resoLve painful feelings associated

with past abuse in their own history. The group promotes confrontive
discussion to explore alternatlves to lifestyle patterns that contributed
to the sexual abuse. Firns, articles, rore-pray and serf-awareness
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exercises are used to provide neq¡ information in areas of sexuality, social

skill.s, assertiveness and stress management (Annua] Report, 19g6).

The partners group takes'place at the same tine each week as the

offenders group. This group offers support for the women and expJ.ores many

of the same issues dealt with in the men's group. objectives include

helping the women to adjust to and cope with the circumstances confronting

thenselves and their fanilies, and to explore how they can nore effectively
protect their children. Many of the hromen have felt trapped and helpless

while being consciously or unconsciously aware of the sexual abuse. past

victimization in their family of origin may have been a barr.ier to dealing

with the abuse in their own fanily. Group menbers are also provided with

new information related to sexuality and assertiveness. Each group is

facilitated by one fe¡nale and one nale therapÍst, and may include

participant observers who are interested in becoming more familiar with the

clinical issues and group process of this treatment program. This year the

two groups met together for a five week period with the focus on sex

educatÍon, sexuality and sexual awareness. This allowed for the clients to

learn and develop awareness of sexual issues as couples rather than in

separate groups.

Prior to beginning clinical work, the student spent one week beconing

oriented to the functioning of the Child Protection Centre and the sexual

assault clinic. Families for the practicun study were then selected in

consultation with the senior therapist at the Child Protection Centre and

the student's clinical advisor. The senior therapist is responsible for

the coordination of the group treatment program and co-facilitates the
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menrs group. Atl of the families had a history of involvement with the

child Protection centre. Fanilies were chosen on the basis of the

following criteria: 1) The father's involvement in offender treatment and

admission of responsibility fôr the sexual abusive behavior of his

child(ren) . 2) The expressed intention of the offender and partner to

reunite as a fani].y and the motivation of all members to be involved in
couple and family therapy, and group therapy when available. Again, it was

acknowledged with family nembers that a change in the goal of reunification
wouLd not affect involvement in treatment, since ambivalence or change wit¡
respect to this intention is viewed as a natural and healthy process of
questioning the value and suital:ility of continuing the relationship,

Clinical supervision was provided by the student's program advisor.

ALl therapy sessions with famii.ies were videotaped and processed by the

student and her advisor. This allowed for valuable exploration and

detaiÌed analysis of specific interventions, client response, and progress

in therapy. Videotape segments were so¡netimes shown to famílies in therapy

sessions as a part of the intervention process, enabling families to view

their own interactions with one another. Regular and ongoing consultation

with the senior therapist responsible for the offender treatnent also

occurred' She also took part in therapy sessions with fanilies when it was

deemed to be suitable to have a co-therapist and the father's therapist
present.

While sone therapy sessions h¡ere conducted at the Child protection

centre offices, the majority of sessions took pJ.ace at the Manitoba

Adolescent Treatnent centre. This setting was avaiLable for the student's
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use and offered Iarge, comfortable therapy rooms and

was also a centra-lized location for families crose to

ChiId Protection Centre.

video equipment. This

the offices of the

A description of the fanilies and overview of the intervention process

is provided in the pages to follow. lwo cases wilL then be described in
greater detail. The student initially accepted five families for
treatment' Four of these families remained in treatment for the duration

of the practicun study. The fifth famiry, while initially felt to be

suitable, presented some difficulty concerning the father's admission of

sexually abusive behavior toward his daughter. While he admitted to

sexually abusing one of his younger sister-in-Laws a year earlier, he

denied allegations concerning another sister-in-law and his daughter.

Subsequentì'y the family displayed reluctance to be invoLved in treatment

and was referred back to Child and Family Services after a meeting with the

coupJ-e and the senior therapist. AtL of the four fanilies who remained in
treatnent were fron the t{innipeg area. one family resided jn a middle

class area of the city, while the other three Í¡ere representitive of a

lower socioeconomfc group and were supported by sone form of social

assistance. All ctients economic status was negatively affected by the

sexual abuse disclosure in terns of the necessÍty of maintaining separate

residences, I'oss of enployment and/or incarceration of the offender. Two

of the fanilies were caucasian of anglo-saxon ethnic origin, and one family

was Natlve. rn the fourth family the nrother was Native and father

caucasion. Their three children were a ¡nixture of white, black and Native

origin.
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In al1 cases the father represented a stepfather or father-figure
relationship to the children in the famÍly. They hacl been living with the

famiJ'y for periods of time ranging from four to eleven years when the abuse

occurred. In one fanily the þartners haci been married. In some families
biological children of both partners were a part of the famiJ.y or

biological children of the father fron previous relationshjps resided in
the home. Three of the men also had biological. children from previous

narriages not residing with then. While denied in alL cases it cannot be

known for certain if any of these children were victimized by their fatirers
in the past. Only in one case did the father have recent and ongoing

contact with his chiLd who resided out of the province. one of the men had

been known and admitted to sexual abuse of female children in extended

famiLy as an adolescent.

The age of the children in the families rangecl from one to lb years.

Female chiLdren $¡ere sexually abused in alt families and in one family a

male child was aLso sexually abused. sibJing incest involving jntercourse

occurred in one family in addition to the parent-child abuse. In three of

four famiLies alcohoJ abuse by the offending parent $¡as occurring at the

time (not necessarily surrounding all incidents) of sexual abuse, and r^ras

considered to be a factor contributing to the pattern. All had been

abstaining from alcohol and involved in alcohol treatment prior to

commencing fanily treatnent.

The student's role was to provide family and

period of six months. For some, famiÌy sessions

appropriate or included fathers toward the end of

couple therapy for a

included fathers where

the practicum. Thjs was
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related to the specific needs and stage of treatment of the family. others

involved sessions with mothers, and chiLdren, while fathers were seen in
couple therapy. Fanilies varÍed in terns of length of time si¡rce

discLosure of abuse and status of criminal charges. In the L. family, the

student became involved immediatety after disclosure and assessment at the

sexual assault clinic' In the W. familv-, disclosure had occurred a year

prior to intervention and the father had conpleted a sentence of

incarceration' Two families awaited disposition of charges in court.

All families received couple therapy on a weekly basis, and famÍly

sessions occurred weekly, For the s. family, the children were less

frequently included because the student had conducted family therapy with

this famiJ-y for three nonths prior to the six month practicum. The focus

of treatment for this famiJy was couple therapy and so¡ne sessions involving
the child victim, While the student's interve¡rtion began i¡l June, the

offender and partners groups did not begin until nidway through he

practicum, in october. one couple had been in the group program the

previous year, and became involved in group again during the practicum.

AlJ' couples began the group treatment program, with the exception of one

father who was ongoingly involved in individual and group treatment with an

external therapist. This client did attend the couples group sexuality
portion of the child Protection Centre program. Where available, child
victims participated in individuaJ. or peer group therapy offered by the

llarynound Family Resource Centre, the Manitoba Adolescent Treatment centre,

and Child and FamiJ.y Services of Central glinnipeg. The male adolescent

offender was aìso involved in treat¡nent at the Marymound program.
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During the course of the practicum alr families were lÍving in

separate residences, with mothers residing with child victims. In the S,

family the two biological sons resided with their father, the aclolescent

offender in a foster home, and the child victim with her mother. The

adolescent offender later was placed in Seven Oaks Centre youth due to a

offense occurring in the foster home. The W. family lived separately for
over a year but the father moved back with the fanily in September.

The initial stages of intervention focused on engagement with famiLies

and assessment. The therapist found it necessary to clarify her role wjth

the famÌlies often more than once. since fanilies had typically
encountered multiple social service professionals in relation to the abuse

discLosure, they often responded with confusion to the involvement of yet

another professional. Other families expressed reljef at the learni¡g that
this therapist would be working with everyone iu ilre family, since this
type of intervention had not been available earlier, and treatment had

often been limited to one person in the family. Another issue for families

was their concern about the degree of influence the therapist would have

concerning legal or chitd welfare issues. Families needed to know that
infornation was shared with the Child Protection Centre tean where

appropriate, and that the therapist represented a part of this team. This

role was presented to famities in a direct and positive way through

emphasis on the goal of the treatment process being to Þromote a safer

environnent for everyone in the fanily, with safety referring to emotional,

sexual and physical safety and comfort. It was aLso presented that the

teamrs clarity on goals and issues in treat¡nent provided the famity with

optimum services' The therapist also needed to acknowLedge the reality of
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the involuntary nature of their invol.vement in treatment and feelings
associated with this. This is balanced with clients genuine motivation for
change and growth. Essentially this reflects the ambivaLence experienced

by all individuals entering therapy who are confronted with the possibjlity
of change. For the individuals in these families who tend to be closed and

threatened by emotional intinacy the thought of sharing feelings can be

particularly threatening even when there is a real investment i¡ change.

All fanilies were requested to complete the Family Assessnent Measure

III, and a probJ.em checklist. coupLes were also asked to complete the

Dyadic Adjustment scale. The therapist explained to fanilies the neaning

and use of the testing materials. Pre-test results were sometimes

introduced to fanilies in therapy sessions for discussion in terns of how

they may perceive different aspects of their family as differe¡rt or

simi-lar, and how this nay relate to disturbances contributing to

difficulties or patterns oi abuse. The evaluation compone¡rt of the

practicun will be explored further jn part IV.

Genogram drawings were done with each family and used as both an

assessment tool and in ongoing therapy. These roere done with faniljes and

couples and were valuable sources of information revealing

intergenerational issues, relationship patterns, abuse Ín fanily history
and the meaning of events to individual family members. Information about

previous marriages and relationships anong current family ne¡nbers was also

clarified. The use of the drawings in therapy sessions provoked disclosure
and discussion around many of these issues, such as the meaning and impact

of emotional cutoffs from extended family, or loss from premature death.
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Ecomap drawings done with families contributed to an understanding of
the famiLies social network and current relatjonships to external systens

or persons in their social and physical environment, including friends,
fami-ly, social services, emplbyment and housing situations. A visual
represetrtation of the families ecological environment and the ¡rature of the
transactions among the conponents was useful to identify needs and changes

that couLd promote healthier connectedness for families to their social and

physical environnents. Sone faniLies were socially isoJated or had nainly
stressful connections with external systems.

Structural and fanily systems r{ere a focus of assessment and

treatment' The therapist sought to identify and target characteristics of
the family that could be described in structural terms, such as boundaries,

subsystems, roles, distance and cLoseness, trianguLation, level of
involvement, and fani-ly organization. In all families the boundary around

the marital/parental subsystem was poorly defined a¡rd the strength of the
marital subsystem weak. This was denonstrated in different ways. For

example, in the s. family, the couple could be described as too child
focused, needing to draw children in to all activities in order to meet the
aduLts needs for relatedness that were not being met in the coupte

relationship. Age appropriate disengagenent of adolescents fro¡n parents

was met with negative guilt-inducing responses from parents. In the L.

fanily, the couple relationship was extrenely disengaged, in that the

father had most of his needs met outside the relationship and provided onJ.y

a role of financial support with nininal involvenent in child care.
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A significant component of the intervention provided by the therapist

involved attention to and direct invoLvement with the therapeutic system

surrounding each family. The families were typically involved with

numerous agencies in the community providing treatment or practical

services that functioned as the therapeutic network for the family. The

therapist found, that as the person most regularly and frequentl.y in

contact with families, she was ¡nost faniliar with the fanilies ongoing

needs in relation to this network. Intervention often invoLved enabling

families to access other systems or directly advocating for supports.

Periodic interagency team meetings with the invol.vement of families in

treatment planning and progress toward accomplishment of goals was an

important part of the treatment process.

It was found that there were several problenatic areas conmon to alI

families involved itr treatmeut that contributed to or supported the pattern

of sexually abusive behavior. The following needed to be targets of

intervention in each family:

1) Parents having unresr¡lved fanily of origin issues inctudÍng

relationship disturbances, parentification in family of origin,

sexual , physical or emotional abuse.

2) Long-standing disturbances in the coupLe relationship predating the

onset of sexual abuse in the family. couple relationships tended to

be characterized by power and control disturbances, sexuaL

difficulties and co¡nmunication problems. Historjcally parents tende¿

to have patterns of disturbed relationships with sexuaJ. partners prior
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to the current relationship, characterized,

interacti on .

for example, by abusive

members in areas of

issues with external

Multiple boundary

autonomy, sexuali

systens.

disturbances between family

ty and intimacy and boundary

3)

4) Parents demonstrating poor impulse control ln relation to each other

and their children. Aggressive behavior and physical violence between

spouses and toward children was an identified problem in three

families in addition to the sexual abuse.

lEE H. FAHILY

Children: This fanily has three children residing in the home. peter

is 12 years old and is black in appearance, as his father was black and

¡nother Native. He is quiet and cautious around adults, but very active and

finds lt hard to sit stÍII without distracting. He has presented some

school problems related to aggressive behavior with peers and distracting
classroom behaviors. Both Peter and his brother t{iIliam, who is 10, are

talented at drawÍng. Wiltiam is also quÍte aggressive in his behavior.

The boys are competitive with one another and seek parental attention

through negative behavior at ho¡ne. While he is younger than peter, William

is physicaLly tougher in appearance. He is Native. Daniell.e is eight
years old, and black in appearance. Her status as the youngest and only

female chil.d seens to acgulre her special attention in the family.

Daniel-le does not encounter social dtfficulties at school. She Ís very
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attractive and it is evident that her mother affords special attention to
her dress and appearance.

Father: Bill is 41 yeaís old, caucasion, and very overweight. He

presents as somewhat anxious, wary, and sometimes angry, He talks in a

rambling fashion, often repetitiously in an effort to deal wjth anxiety and

controL interaction' The youngest of four children, BiIl's parents had hinr

late in life. Bill recalls ]Íttle about his own childhood. His moilrer

abandoned the family when he was 15. In his earlier memories of his mother

Bill describes feelings of enbarrassment over what he delscribes as her

childish behavior' He saw lrer reLate to his father as a child would with a

parent. His father, who died many years ago, is renembered as strict ancì

authoritarian, using physical punishment to discipline. BiLl was sexually

abused by an uncle when he was nine. "I had no one to talk to about. what

happened to me" ' At age 10 he initiated sexual fondling of an eight year

old nale cousin. His first consenting sexual relationship was with his

first wife when he was 23 years old. This relationship lasted 6 years and

produced two daughters who are now young adults. He has only limited
contact with them, and recently saw one of them in a restaurant and was

disturbed to find she did not recognize hjm.

Bill's mother resides in a home in Brandon. He has seen her only once

or twice in the past several years. Bill had a well paying factory job

prior to the sexual abuse disclosure. Currently he is unable to find
employment and this problen is strongly effecting his self-esteem. He has

an inage of himseLf as a selfish and seLf-centered person.
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Mother: Joanne is 10 years younger than Bill. She is Native and the

middle sibling of a very rarge farnily of 13 children. she is also very

overweight ' She grew up on a reserve environment with poor social and

economic conditions' Joanne *u" ""*uully abused by an uncle as a child.
When Joanne was young her nother left the reserve to pursue a career in
nursing. Joanne moved to the city at age 12 and became pregnant at 16.

This child, Linda' was raÍsed and continues to reside wÍth Joanne,s ¡nother

who is Linda's legal guardian. Linda often stays with the ttl. family to
help care for the younger children. Joanne has workecl to conplete her

interrupted high school education and plans a nursing career in the future.

Bill Ís the biological father only to

relationship to Peter is acknowledged, the

secretive and toxic issue, despite the fact

father must have been black.

William. While his stepfather

paternity of Danielle is a

that it is obvious that her

Both Bill

misused alcohol

and Joanne have a history of alcoholism, but have not

for two years.

Events preceding treatment:

The history of Joanne and Bill's ten year marriage is characterized by

chaos and violence. Early in their relationship BilI was sexually involved

briefly with Joanne's sister, for which Joanne has never forgiven Bill.
Joanne herself engaged in numerous sexual relationships with men and

describes herself as "promiscuous". Frequent arguments between them were

precipitated by alcohol abuse and often involved vioLence. BiLl.
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experielìced unexpressed feelings of rage and hostility that were often

unleashed onto the children in physically abusive behavior. "I woulcl

punish them for something but I would go overboard. I wouldn't stop

hitting them". A pattern was established whereby Joanne would stay out

with friends, often not returning home alI weekend, and Bill was Left alone

with the chifdren. Sexual abuse occurred during these tines and increased

in frequency. Abuse of Peter involved mutual masturbation and anal

intercourse. He aÌso abused Danielle involving fondling and intercourse.

Abuse of Peter began at age 5 and Danielle at age 6. Peter disclosed the

abuse at age 9, after viewing a prevention program at school. The children

were apprehended briefly and returned to their mother after Bill teft the

home. Joanne acquired a legal separation from 8i11. He served a prison

sentence of fourteen months before being paroled in the community. He

initially resided in a community halfway house upon his release.

Treatment Program:

Both parents became involved in alcohol-focused treatment before any

treatment dealing with the abuse was provided, Involvement in therapy was

considered semi-voluntary, since there were no specific orders for

treatment but the child protection file remained "active". Bill began

individual treat¡nent focusing on sexual offending shortly prior to leaving

prison. This treatment continued upon his release. Individual therapy

focused on early family of origin experiences, and feelings surrounding his

own experience of abuse, Feelings of isolation, rage, hostiJ,ity and

powerlessness were revealed. Therapeutic intervention aLso focusecl on

anger control and recognizing cues to violent behavior and sexual offending
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behavior. Bill was aLso able to make some

relationship with Joanne and anger directed

identified mistrust and poor communication

relationship.

initial connections between his

at the children. BiIl

as problems in the marital

Joanne did not receive individuaì therapy untjl she and Bitl had

discussed reconstitution of the family. she was seen for brief individual
therapy in which she chose to deal with her own past abuse and famity of
origin issues. Initially Peter was seen by a school social worker, with
so¡ne focus on his experience of victimization and the aggressive episodes

at school' None of the children were seen for individuaL treatment (beyond

assessnent interviews and crisis intervention) until some time later after
Bill was again residing with the family,

Family therapy began prior to Bil|s returning to rive with ther

family' No probation orders were in effect to prevent his contact wiilr the

children in any form. The agreement to maintain a separate residence was

voluntary upon the recommendation of therapists, This agreement was

initially kept. Joanne had stated that she did not want Bill to live with
them until he found enployment. In the early stages of therapy it became

apparent that he was in fact spending a great deal of tine Ín the famity
home, but Joanne was not allowing Bill to be alone with the children.
Later on the family revealed that he was pernanentìy residing in the hone,

but they did not inform the therapists of this until some time later.
Parents were confronted with the attenpt at deception and the inportance of
sharing information with the therapist. Joanne continued to naintain her
position of not leaving the children alone with Bill. While he at times
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becane defensive around this and his insistence that he would not abuse the

children, he also gave subtJ.e messages that Joanne's vigilance was

necessary' The fact that Joanne sought assistance from family services for
chiLd care when he had to be äbsent from the home was taken as her

continuing to protect the children. The availabjìity of a homemaker for
the family became a system issue in that this resource was very hard for
the¡n to access. This is an exanple of conflict in the expectations of the

family by the system and the actual support provided. The therapist
advocated for child care support and heìped the family to access this.

BiLl continued weekly individual therapy during the phase of family
therapy. Joanne was offered ongoing individual therapy but did not

initiate this.

In famjly sessions the abuse incicìents were discussed openly between

members of the famij.y for the first time. Joanne acknowledged that when

she hacl tried on her o$¡n to talk to the children about it that it was too

painful for herself and for them. BiLl was able to sincerely accept

responsibility for the abuse and recognize that he had hurt the victins as

well' as everyone else in the family. Each of the children were encouraged

to share their feelings about what their father had done, and were able to
share conf Iicting f eeJ.ings of anger, guiJ.t, conf usion and sel.f -bl.ame.

Peter was able to talk about his fear that his father was angry for his
having told about the abuse. Both parents were able to reinforce for peter

that he had done the right thing by telling. Peter's disc.losure was framed

for the family serving to stop the abuse and to get hej.p for everyone i.
the family' The children talked about how they had discussed the abuse
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with one another before disclosing outside the famity. They told William

who defended by denying and "forgetting". "I forgot about it right away",

In therapy it was acknowLedged how difficult it was for peter and Danielle

when t{illiam did not believe them. The children also had to know how hard

it was for ltrilliam to believe that his father had hurt his brother and

sister. t'lilliam wouLd disclose "I tried to picture it, it was shocking".

Before he was able to express his anger verbally, I+rillian had been

exhibiting destructive behaviors, such as cutting up the mattress on his

bed.

Both Bill and the children were asked to relate specrfic incidents of

abuse' Bill described how he would set up the situation when Joanne was

not at hone. he would send the other children out to ptay, and cal.L peter

into the bathroom or bedroom. Sometimes the other children would come into
the house and listen fron the other side of the bathroom door. Danielle's

moLestation by BilL wouLd often occur in the living room in front of the

boys.

The children shared their fears that had inhibited disclosure to their
mother at the time of the abuse. Her frequent absence fron hone was

identified as a factor contributing to the children's feelings of being

unprotected. Peter worried that if he told his mother that he would have

been hit. rn this family, as with many families, physical abuse of

children was tolerated more than sexuaL abuse. This aLso contributed to

setting up the conditions of lack of trust and fear in the famity with

children feeling unprotected. Peter talked about feeling angry at himself
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for not disclosing sooner, and feeling angry toward his father for putting

hi¡n jn this position.

Rules around privacy and secrets were also explored with the family,

identifying changes in rules to ensure privacy and safety. The therapist

helped the family to develop a set of rules that included rules for

parents, that was placed in the kitchen where everyone would be aware of

it. Rules included for example, only one person in the bathroo¡n at a time,

always knocking to reguest entrance into bedrooms and no secrets that

threaten feelings of safety and comfort.

The physical abuse experiences were discussed in the same manner as

sexual abuse, with Bill accepting responsibility and apologizing to the

cltildren for his behavior. The children identified feelings of fear

surrounding these experience, yet were less able to recognize the

wrongfulness of their father's punishment of them. The therapist was firm

in establishÍng a no physical punishment rule, while introducing neh¡ child

management techniques emphasizing positive attention to appropriate

behavior, an area lacking in the parenting repertoire.

Other child care issues emerged such as the amount of time the

children were left to manage alone. This placed Peter in a parental role

with the younger children. Parents were provided with guideLines around

attention to the children's developmental needs and the importance of

appropriate supervision in their absence. Bill. and Joanne also began to

take a more active role ín organizing family activities and outings as a

replacenent for an excess of television and video viewing. Joanne
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expressed concern over the violent content of some of the movies brought

home for the children to watch. The therapist ¡reed to support Joanne jn 
.,

maintaining rules around appropriate viewing material. It was also

recognized that such material ¡t¡as of course inappropriate for Bill to be

watching and this needed to be pointed out. He had to begin to accept

responsibility to change the conditions that made it easier to abuse.

In family sessions Peter was able to ask his father why he abused him,

saying that it felt as though he dict not care about hin. Bill responciecl

appropriately by sharing some of the things he was learning about himself

in individual therapy, while still accepting responsibility. I{illianr, who

had not been abused and who had initially denied the existence of problem,

began to ask sirnilar questions of his father, about why he sexually abused

and for how many years. William continued to be protective of his father,
"How clo you feel when we are talking about what you djd?". peter was als6

able to talk about some of his fears around associating the abuse witli
honosexuality. "My friends say that neans you are gay',. He needed

reassurance that his fears were normal, and that his experience clid not

nean he is gay. This fear and confusjon was one of the responses addressed

with Peter later in individual. therapy, in the Marymound program.

Protection plans for the children were also addressed in farniìy

therapy sessions, involving discussions of what they would do if one of the

rules were broken, or if they experienced physical or sexual abuse again.

AII of the chiLdren indicated a sense of being protected by their mother,

saying they would tell thejr mother right ar4¡ay or "run away and tell mom,,

or "teLl someone el-se" ' The therapist al.so focused on how to identify
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uncomfortable feelings and what circumstances night provoke unconfortable

or unsafe feeJ.ings. The physical presence of Joanne was associated with

safety in the children's responses, and this needed to be emphasízed for
the family by the therapist.

Couple therap¡r wjth Bill and Joanne began at the same time as the

family sessions. Iu couple work the areas addressed were trust issues,

fanily of origin, sexual relationship, ro-les and parentÍng issues. Both

partners needed to address anger and hurt from past betrayal. Eventually

Joanne was able to ackowledge that she had not thought that BiII had

recognized how nuch he had hurt her by his involvement with her sister many

years ago. One of the ways Joanne had dealt with this in the past was to

engage in sexual relationships outside the marriage, thus a cycle of

retaliation and resentnent characterized their interaction. Joanne neeclerl

to identify for Bill what he needed to do in order for her to be able to

forgive him' Eventually she began to feel that he truly recognized her

hurt and this was important to her. The therapist needed to ask the couple

if they thought they would be able to put the past betrayal in the past

once these feeLÍngs were dealt with. It was easier for Joanne to express

hurt and anger around the distant past than it was for her to talk about

her feelings toward Bill for sexually abusing her children. Joanne needed

support to be able to express these feelings. She was able to confront

Bill around incidents when he was "l.oosing patience" with the children, and

identÍfy how she now stepped 1n to control the sítuation. BjlI needed to

learn to take cues from Joanne when this occurred, in addition to being

more aware of his own cues that he was beconing angry or frustrated,
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Coupì.e sessions also continued to address child care and child

teaching concerns. Following years of exposure to a fairly chaotic ancì

inconsistellt approach to child teaching, the children were now unaccustomed

to changes in the parental attenpts at behavior control. The therapÍst

also facilitated the adutt's recollection of memories of their own past

abuse in family of origin, helping them to express feelings about what this

was like for them. This was viewed as an important task toward developing

enpathic responses toward their own children. Bill's response to the

children's disruptiveness or nisbehavior was one of feeling that his ego

was threatened; an example of his i¡nmaturÍty and belief that the children

had to meet his needs. As he experienced feeLings of incr-eased self esteem

and effectiveness in his relationship with Joanne, this destructjve

response became less apparent,

A najor focus of couple therapy was intimacy and affection needs anrì

their sexual relationship. Several long-standing problems existed i¡ this

area. The couple had a Limited sexual repertoire and avoided discussing

needs and feelings reJ.ated to sexual desirability. Eventually both

partners were abJe to share feelings, desires and responses wjth one

another with increasing comfort. Bill shared feelings of inadequacy and

both identified his avoidance of initiating sexual encounters. He would

watch excessive amounts of television to sometimes avoid sexuaL

interactjon. Both partners were conscious of their weight as a hindrance

to sex' Increasingly the couple began to discuss sexual feeJ.ings, dispel

nyths and assunptions and deal with sone lnhibÍtions, toward a more

mutually satisfying sexual relationship. Some of the sexual difficulties
were also attributed to fears surrounding childhood experiences. The
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therapist gave the couple encouragement to experiment with their sexual

repertoire and reframed the weight issue by suggesting that making love was

a good way to lose weight.

Day to day conflicts tended to frequently escalate into danaging

verbal disputes and destructive patterns. Attentive Iistening and

responding exercises were introduced to faciljtate clear and direct

communication and enhance Iistening and responding skills. The coupj.e also

needed to learn that it is okay to be different, and that to have different
perspectives did not always need to be threatening. This enmeshnent was

apparent in terms of their decisjons concerning work or education in that

whatever Joanne decided to do, BiIl wouLd chose to do also.

Both partners also were invited to participate in the ChÍld protection

Centre group treatment program for offenders and their partners. This is a

longer tern group progratn consisting of about 10 members in each group (one

group for offenders and one for their partners) with two therapists for

each group. Joanne did participant in this partners group, whire Bill
chose to participate in a different offenders group run through the

Corrections Departtnent, because the therapist was also hís individual

therapist. In Joanne's group program, a portion of the program was a five
week segment dealing with sexuality, in which couples were to attend

together. BiLl did participate in this part of the group. In group

sessions Joanne began to deal with some feelings surrounding her past

victlnization, and felt strongJ.y supported by the group members,
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After the famiJ.y therapy sessions had commenced, a therapist became

available to work with Peter individually and in a group treatment program

for male adolescent victins. This program also offered a siblings group

for non-victim siblings of sexually abusive families, for which William is

eligible. Danielle is on a waiting Iist for a group treatment program, arìd

at the end of the practicum had still not had the opportunity to access

this, surprisingly this resource hras unavaiLable through the usual

organizations.

At the point of termination there re¡nained several problematjc areas

and unresolved issues for the w. farni]y, BilL still had not found

enployment or training that would enable hin to feel secure in hjs role as

an effective and productive member of the famiJ.y. He did, however, appear

to have developed a more realistic perspective of his alternatjves rather

than dwell o¡r the status of his Long J.ost job as he did earLier in

treatment.

Danielle's paternity re¡nained an unresolved issue for the couple and

the family. This highly charged issue was important to address and labeled

as such by the therapi.st upon termination, and as a source of secretive

resentment between the couple.

The fanilíes anxiety surrounding termination with the therapist was

expressed through the younger son in healthy and direct conmunication and

questioning' Both adults would continue in group therapy and father in
individual treat¡nent. Peter would aÌso be continuing in his treatment

program. Family and couple work was recommended to be continued and the
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therapist helped them to access new services. At the end of treatnent they

were on a rel.ativeJ.y short waiting J.ist (2 to 3 weeks) at another agency to

provide this intervention.
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CASE EI(AHPLE 2z THE D. FAIIILY

child: HolIy is 12 years old, caucasion, and very physicall.y and

socially mature for her age. 'She perforns extrenely well at school, ancl is
involved in numerous extracurricular activities such as drama and yMCA

programs. She also likes to read and involve herself in other solitary
activities' An only child, she describes herseLf as loneJ.y and has a hard

tÍ¡ne making friends, yet presents as very outgoíng socially around adults.

she has difficulty sharing feelings directly or to identify her needs.

Father: Jeff is 41, anxious and very introspective. He speaks

cautiously and slowly as though afraid to share spontaneous thoughts and

feelings and searching for the "right" words. Jeff has one younger brother

wlto resides in another province with his family. He initialty described

his early family life as "norma.l", atthough he felt that hjs father was

somewhat cold and distant. A,s a teenager Jeff was the,,rowdy,,one, and his

parents were quite tolerant of his behavior. He mininizes violence in hjs

family of origin. His father was physically abusive to his mother, and

Jeff renembers running away fron home after one violent incident. Jeff

describes his chiLdhood neighborhood as a rough environment, where violence

in fanilies was the norm. His father drank heavily. Jeff is an alcoholic

and associates drinking with a way of coping with stress and depression

throughout his life. His first narriage ended in faÍlure and remains an

unresolved issue for him, in that he felt manipulated and deceived by his

first wife. He also blames the failure of the narriage on his drinking.

He has one daughter from this marriage who resides with her mother in

another province



Jeff works for the city at a

involves irregular hours and shift
(Holly's mother) have maintained a

years since Holly was 4 years.old.

the city.

Hoì.ly discLosed to her

had been touching her sexual

seven years old. The sexual
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stable job that he enjoys, although it

work. He and his current partner

common-Iaw relationship for the past g

They reside in a middie class area of

school guidance counsellor that her stepfather

ly on several occasions since she was sjx or

abuse involved fondling of her vagina and

Mother: Sharon is 32 years old, slin and fragite in appearance. she

also communicates cautiously and slowly. She describes hersel.f as weak and

"feeble", and is passive and controlled in her interaction. She has been

employed in the same position for many years and feels very secure in her

job, but has turned down pronotional offers in favor of familÍarity and

predictability. Sharon was the oldest sibling in a famiJ.y of five

children. she wishes she had older siblings. she found herself in a

parental role in relation to the younger children. During the past year

Sharon's father died and this loss gave rise to nany unresolved faniJy of

origin issues.

Sharon married Holly's father when she was 19 years old. Her husband

literally abandoned the family before HoIJ.y was two years old. Many years

ago he wrote to sharon requesting a photograph of Holly. Sharon did not

respond. This has been the only contact.

Events preceding treatment:
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breasts' A child and family services social worker was contacted and HoIIy

was inmediately placed in a foster home. I,r¡hile upset by the dramatic

action, Holly was fearful of returning home and of her pare¡t response to

her dÍsclosure. Holly had tofd her mother several times about the abuse

over the years, and her mother would occasionaLly confront Jeff about it.
He would promise not to do ít again, but the abuse would continue. Holly

Learned that her mother did not have the power to change the situatiou.
Sharon stated that "I thought that we could handle it, you know, within the

family. It never occurred to me that we could ¡rot deal wiilr it". There

were also incidents of physical and emotional abuse of Holly from the time

they lived with Jeff. physical abuse occurred under the guise of

"spankings" for nisbehavior. The parents perception of "nisbehavjor',

tended to be highly related to their having adult expectations of her. She

would be punished for such things as JoosÍng an iten of clothing at school.

Jeff's behavior toward Hotly was threatening and hostile. Holly deaLt with

this often by finding excuses to stay late at school and when at hone she

would withdraw to her room.

Holly's abuse disc.Losure $¡as met with classic denial by both parents,

and an inability to empathize with her. while many children can be

returned to their ¡notherrs care after the offender leaves the home, HoJ ly's
foster home stay was drawn out over 3 months. Two weeks after the

discLosure,' the couple enbarked on a southern holiday. Eventually mother

and daughter moved into an apartment together, while Jeff remained in the

comfort and convenÍence of the family ho¡ne. Jeff was also for¡nally charged

and ordered not to have contact with Holly.
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Treatnent Process:

Jeff imnediately becane involved in an alcohol treatment program after

the disclosure crisis. He was aLso seen by the senior therapist for

assessnent and initial treatment. He began to reluctantly admit to the

sexuaLly abusive behavior, while hanging onto much of his defenses. "I,m

not the child molester type". He also nininizes the extent of the abuse.

Sharon's denial $¡as even stronger, particuì.arly with regard to the sexual

nature of the abuse. She procluced elaborate explanations for the problem.

"HoÌly and Jeff have never got aJ.ong - she always lied a Lot. She may have

been angry because we r,uere not taking her on the trip with us,'. sharon

struggled to find excuses for Jeff's behavior. "He r{as aLways drunk he

may have mistaken Holly for me. She nay have misconstrued his behavior',.

Sharon defended Jeff and tried to blame HolIy.

In addition to individual sessions, weekly couple therapy and

mother-daughter sessions formed the first phase of the treatment p]an. AII

three family nembers later began peer group therapy while the dyadic work

continued. Sharon and Jeff attended the same peer group program described

in the first case example. Horly participated in a group program for

adolescent sexuaL abuse victi¡ns.

In couple therapy one of the priority targets of treatment was the

couples denial. Rationalizations hrere constantl.y chaLLenged by the

therapist who had to confront them with reality as weLl as empathize with

the need to deny. Gradually some rationalizations were abandoned, as the

couple began to Less frequently refer to alcohol as "the problen',. The
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videotape of Holly's police statenent was shown to the parents and proved

to be an effective method of dealing with their denial. It became more

clear to Sharon that her daughter was not lying.

In exploring with the couple the atmosphere of the family home during

past years, Jeff was able to see how he had tried to control both Sharon

and HoIJ.y, and needed to feet he was the "master" in the hone. He

recognized the fear he had produced in his stepdaughter by his abuse.

Genogram drawings were used to explore famity of origin material i¡
depth, making connections between fanily of origin relatignships and

experiences and present relationships in their family now. Jeff became

aware of how power was distributed in hÍs farnily and how angry feelÍngs

were dealt with when he e¡as young, Jeff often identified himself as a ,'bad

boy" and continued to do this in his adult life. He recognized a pattern

where his parents seemed to excuse anti-social forms of behavior, and seems

to now expect that an apology for hÍs behavior will undo harm done. Even

with regard to his present circumstances invoJ.ving his stepdaughter, Jeff's
father's response was "she ¡nust have deserved it", clearly not holding John

responsible. In relating this to the therapist Jeff remarked on the

absurdity of his father's response, and that Ít was consistent with the

pattern from his childhood.

In her own family of origin Sharon identÍfied enotional distance

between she and her mother. In exploring this sharon began to make

connections between this distance and her own relationship to Holly. She

was able to recognize how this contributed to her inability to protect
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Holly from Jeff's abuse, and to see what was happening. One session took

place with Sharon and her mother, in which Sharon's ¡nother was able to

relate some of her feeLings and experiences when Sharon was an infant and

small child. Mother and daug'hter ¡.vere able to nourn the loss of a closer

relationship as well as share some of the positive feelings for one another

that had been unexpressed. This session was seen as therapeutic in terms

of Sharonrs expressing feelings about her mother, setting the stage for

relationship work with Holly.

Further exploration of Sharon's family of origin revealed that her

nother was oppressed and abused by her father and that Sharon had a need to

deny this and defend her father by idealizing him. The abuse had been

emotional and sexual. The process of exploring the reality of this

relationship was a painful one for Sharon, and conplicated by the death of

her father the year before. In therapy Sharon was helped to see that she

could both love her father and retain positive nenories of him while

recognizing the destructiveness of some of his behavior. This represented

a basic characteristic of Sharon's belief system in terms of her rigidity
and need to have a "black or white" perspective of most things. Persons or

behaviors were seen as good or bad; right or urrong. This influenced many

aspects of her life and interaction with others. Chalì.enges to her belief

system in therapy involved helpÍng her to understand the inplications of

this and presenting an alternate reality each time this interfered with

Sharon's insight and positive growth.

The cycle of violence pattern was presented to the couple. They were

able to identify how the pattern was refÌected in their family interaction,
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the stages of escalating stress and abusive episodes followed by periods of

remorse' Both Sharon and Jeff benefited from and responded well to visuat

sti¡nuli and the pictorial dÍagram of the cycle.

Both partnerrs earlier marital. relationships were explored, Ín terms

of issues and feelings left over from these and their inpact on trust an¿

communication in their present relationship. Jeff had a stereotypical view

of nen and women. Exploring his beliefs and attitudes provoked some

insight into how this was damaging to his relationships. In their present

reLationship one of the conmunication patterns that was apparent and was

challenged in therapy $Ias Sharon's tendency to communicate Jeff's thoughts

and feelings for hin, and assume that she knew what they were. Jeff

allowed Sharon to do this. "Jeff feels sorry for what had happened and he

wants to change things". This adoption of the "forgiving parent,' roJ.e by

Sharott interfered with Jeff's accepting fuJ.l responsibility for abuse of

Holly. The interactional pattern was interrupted by the therapist by

empowering Jeff to challenge Sharon when this occurred. For example, the

therapÍst would say "I know Sharon is trying to be helpful, but how does it
feel when she is taÌking for you all the time?". Also, ',Here you are Jef f ,

working hard to understand your responsibility for the sexual abuse, and

Sharon is confusing you by her statements. She is doing exactly what your

parents used to do r,¡hen you did sonething wrong,'.

In addition to the direct sexual contact with Ho1Iy, other sexual

boundaries and privacy rules were not respected in the home. For exanple,

Jeff would walk around the house undressed in front of Holly with no regard

for her feelings about this. Holly was afraid to say anything to him for
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fear of punishment. "You don't tell Jeff what to do". Parents neecled

education around sexuaL boundaries and privacy in the home, and Jeff

developed new insight into Holly's feelings of enbarrassment and

humiLiation related to his vi'olation of privacy boundaries.

Therapy also dealt with some issues in the couples sexual

relationship. sharon was extremely sensitive to rejection and had a

negative body image. she did not feel that she fit the image that was

attractive to Jeff. Both partners had previously unexpressed concerns

about their desirability that were addressed in therapy. The couple needed

to taLk about why Sharon felt this sensitivity and how it inhibited their

relationship. For example, she did not initiate sexual jnteraction, which

in turn left Jeff doubting his desirability.

In nother-daughter therapy the therapist needed to support tloJJy tcr

confront her mother's neglect to protect her. Initiatly HoIly was not able

to share her feelings about Jeff with Sharon, or her feelings of not being

cared for. As Sharon began to accept Jeff's responsibility for the abuse,

and her role of not protecting, Holly felt more at ease in expressing her

feeJ.ings. Defining patterns of abuse was a task in both couple and

¡nother-daughter therapy. Jeff identified circumstances surrounding the

abuse. UsuaIIy he would call Holly into the bedroom to watch television

with hin when Sharon was not at home. He would also telt Holly not to tell
Sharon what he was doing. Hol.ly also talked about specific incidents of

abuse, sone of whÍch were different than the ones Jeff related. Outside of

the therapy sessions, Sharon began to recal.I other episodes and she

discussed these with Jeff both during and outside of the sessions.
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Another focus of mother-daughter therapy was exploring their feelings

around the loss of Holly's bÍological father. Holly needed permission to

express ambivalent feelings about him, and to be able to ask Sharon

questions about him. Hotly hâd always wondered why she had dark curly haÍr

but had never asked her mother questions about his appearance. Sharon was

able to tell Holly stories about his showing positive feelings for Holly as

a baby.

The strengthenÍng of the relationship between Sharon and Holly was

viewed as a necessary prereguisite to sessiÖns involving the flrree family

menbers together. One session involving atl fanily nembers occurred prior

to termination with their therapist. Preparation for this session was

facilitated through role-pJ.ay wjth the family members for one or two

sessions before the meeting. The goal. was defined as Jeff being able to

apologize to Holly for his treatnent of her, and for him to express his

feeJ.ings about what he had done as well as share with her the changes he

felt he had acconplished and his future goals in treatment. He was also

able to let her know that she had done the right thing by disclosing since

he saw a posÍtive outcome for each me¡nber of the family. In this meeting

Sharon also shared her regret at not protecting HoJ.J.y from the abuse, and

also expressed positive feelings about the disclosure and the subsequent

changes. Holly was given the opportunity to share feeLings or ask

questions but no expectations were placed on her to do so. The

accomplishment of this session was seen a positive step toward talking

together about the abuse and feelings surrounding it, and discussing future

treatment goals.
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Upon termination of the practicum intervention, both adults remained

in group treatnent at the child protection centre, and Holly in peer group

therapy. The family also had an appointment time arranged with a new

family therapist to continue family and dyad counselling.

PART IV

EVALUATION

As a part of the practicum experience the student wanted to be abl,e to

evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention provided to families and

couples, In addition to observed changes in interaction, behavior and

beliefs, it is useful to apply independent measures to evaluate outcome and

effectiveness, and to be able to compare these with clinical observations.

Here it ¡nust be recognized that, while there are long-term goals for

successful outcome of treatment for these families, the practicunr

intervention was only six months -long. Long-term goals that nay be said to

represent successfuL intervention could be defined in various ways, and may

include the following general goals:

Absence of abusive behavior directed at chiLdren - physical, sexual,

or enotional.

Healthier relationships between parents and children that allows for

protection of children and attention to physical. and emotionaL needs.

Understanding and awareness of the individual, environnental and

familial factors that contributed to the abuse.

1)

2)

3)
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The above may involve continuation or termination of the couple

relationship but in either case indivjduals should be able to examine thejr

roles as adults and accomplish changes that witl allow for more satisfying

and stable adult relationships.

Six months is not sufficient time to see the completion of the above

goal.s, however, these were discussed with families as desirable outcomes of

their therapy. We know from the Literature on treatnent that some families

remain in treatment for periods of two to three years. Based on what is

known about therapeutic outcomes of treatment for abusive families, this

must be taken as an estimate. Perhaps it is too long, or too short. It
inevitably depends on the families strengths and weakness and capacity for

change. Treatnent goals and therapeutic involvenent must be deternined on

an individual basis for each family. Successful outcome for a family may

include pernanent separation of family nembers, where protection of the

child cannot be achieved and the treatment goals would include adaptation

to separation.

Throughout the practicum the student needed to be aware of the

limitations of the therapy duration and to define and prioritize realistic
treatment goals accordingly for each family. rt was then extrenely

important to identify with family members areas for further change after

termination with this therapist. The therapeutic vaLue for the

intervention during the practicum was evident among atl families. They

r.cere able to identify contrÍbuting factors to the abuse íncluding

predisposition due to earJ.y experiences of parents, patterns in the

functioning of the present family, aspects of family environment structure,
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communication and isolation, and reLational issues between couples and

between parents and children. Fanilies were able to actively seek ways to

change some interactional patterns, resolve family of origin issues, and

probìem-solve more effectively. Most families were able recognize the

impact of abuse on the child although in some families this was apparent

more in one partner.

Evaluation Instn¡rents :

1. The Fa¡ily Assessrent lfeasure.

The Family Assessment Measure or FAM-III is an instrument designed to

measure the individuals perception of their families functioning, strength

and weaknesses, in seven areas (Genera1 Scale). It is based on a process

model of fanily functioning and Íntegrates different approaches to family

therapy. The process model applied to an understanding of families

emphasizes family dynanics, a concept of family health as well as

pathology, and seeks to incorporate both intrapsychic and environmentaL

factors that influence family dynamÍcs. It is easy to administer with

famiLies, requiring about 20 minutes. The instrunent includes two response

styJe scales that indicate social desirabilÍty and defensiveness. As

recommended by the scale deveJ.opers, the measure is used as a complement to

clinical assessrnent by provÍding an independent verification of clinical

observations. Reliability studies have shown the FAM-scaIe to

signíficantly dÍfferentiate between problen and non-problem families

(Skinner, Steinhauer and Santa-Barbara, 1983). One of the linitations in

the use of this measure in this practicum is that in sone fanilÍes,

children were too young to complete the measure and thus their perceptions

could not be evaluated with this instrument.
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2- The Dyadic Adjustrent Scale.

The student also wished to use an independent measure of the couple

relationship, since the couple therapy was a key focus of intervention.

The Dyadic Adjustment ScaLe is a measure deveLoped to assess the quality of

narriage or co-habiting couple relationships. The measure¡nent of dyadic

adjustment can be divided into 4 subscales that have been ernpiricalJ.y

verified: dyadic satisfaction; dyadic consensus; dyadic cohesÍon, and

affectionaì. expression. This scale was developed with a theoretical basis

of a process definition of adjustnent along a continuum which can be viewed

in terms of negative or positive adjustment. It can be administered in a

short period of time and has been evaluated for content, criterion and

construct validity with positive results. The total scale reliabiJ.ity

coefficient is .96. There are norms and standard deviation figures for

groups of married and divorced couples. The measure does not control for

social desirabilíty or defensiveness (Spanier, 1926).

one of the difficulties encountered in using this measure (or

potentiaJ.ly any other neasure of maritat adjustment) for eval.uating the

nature of the couple reLationship was that, with the exception of o¡e

family, couples were living apart due to the protection needs of the

chiLdren. Partners were therefore limited by circumstances in their

opportunities to interact with one another. Despite this limitatjon,

couples had a history of involvement for as long as 11 years, and continued

to perceive themselves as being "a couple". In considering the problen of

opportunity to be together, this aLso became a focus of cLinical

intervention in terns of exploring the conmitnent and investment or

avoidance of interaction with one another. some partners took the

initiatÍve to find regular ti¡nes when they could be alone together, whjle
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others seemingly used the enforced separation to avoid contact and hense

avoided confronting and dealing with the problems inherent in their

relationship. The scaLe does assume however, that respondents are living

together and some items nay be considered inappropriate to the

circumstances of these particular fanilies. For example, item 23 and items

24 to 28 inquire as to freguency of certain interactions which wouLd be

inpaired by enforced separation. ThÍs needs to be considered in the

analysis of the results.

The Fa¡ily Probler Ghecklist.

A Z?-iten family problen checklist was also used which allows 5

possible answers to indicate level of satisfaction with each item. These

ite¡ns reflect specific areas of concern that are considered relevant to

severaL of the famiLies including the use of force and deaLing with matters

concerning sex (Trute, 1985). The scores for all families were tabulated

to give an overall comparison of pre and post intervention scores. These

results, FAM-III Graph representatÍons and DyadÍc Adjustnent ScaLe scores

are provided with case descriptions to follow. A sample of the famiJ.y

problen checklist in jn Appendjx i.

Some treatment programs have developed specific criteria or guidelines

designed to evaluate the families readiness for reunificatjon. It has

already been pointed out that reunification of families is not always an

appropriate goal of intervention, although it nay be one of the goals for

sone families. These guidel.ines, such as that used by the California based

Child Sexual Abuse Program (Giaretto, 1981), do contain some items that a

cLinician can consider in monitoring and evaluating progress in treatment.

(See Appendix ij for exanple of guideline). This form does include
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descriptions of many components of family functioning that have been found

to be especially reJ.evant to the probJ.em of sexual abuse in famil.ies. It
asks questions that pertain to individual, dyadic and family dynanics. The

most obvious difficulty with'this particular assessment tool is, that if
relied upon for clinical decisions, it reflects subjectjve Ímpressions of

the evaluator in each case. It also asks the evaluator to make judgements

about conplex dynamics, such as item b, "Mother-child bonding has been

re-established with all children - yes or no". The evaluator is left to

make a judgement about what constitutes adeguate bondÍng. Sone of the

items appear to be ideatistic in view of the potential extent of damage to

the child's psychological and enotÍonal well-being. Despite these

criticisms, it is important for clinicians working with sexually abusive

families to try to isolate and identify areas of change necessary to ensure

the safety of children in the home. Many sexualJ,y abusive parents do

return to live with the children whon they have victimized and it Ís

important to be able to identify clearly and measure changed interaction

and behavÍor and level of comfort of fanily members. This guideline as an

exanple may be a usefuL checklist to refer to when the famiJ.y is moving

toward reunification. Sone of the items are applicable to a situation when

the offender is not returning to the horne, since children are often at risk

for sexual abuse by multÍple partners of the custodial parent (e.e.

Mother). Here the focus needs to be more on the protection capabilities of

the parent.
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Results:

TÌ. FA}III,Y : FIGTTRE 1 TABLE 1

The FAM-III scores include the parents and oldest child in the fanil¡r

who is 12 years of age. This child was aLso one of the sexual abuse

victins, and was victimized for the longest period of tine. Test scores

prior to intervention revealed simiLar perceptions of problem areas by

parents' wÍth elevated scores in role performance, task acconplishment and

affective involvement. Mr. trl. also identified controL as a problem area.

Several other areas suggested weaknesses Ín that they scored just within

the average range. The problem of roLe performance and task accomplishment

reflect nuch of the disorganization that characterized this fanily,
particuJ.arly in the form of poor parenting, difficulties in meeting

children's needs and evidence of role reversal, where children felt
protective of parents feelings. Rules and famiJ.y management were also

ambÍguous and undergoing change. After father's separatíon from the fami-ly

a year prior to treatment, mother had assumed all of the parenting tasks

and depended upon her older daughter and extended fanily a great deal for

childcare support. Fatherrs re-entry into the family environment, first
partial-ly and then completely, contributed to confusion and sone conflict
around parenting. Different parenting roles and shared responsibility was

an adjustment, with new parenting skills being one focus of treatment. The

role of provision of econonic support for the family was also disrupted,

since in past father had occupied this role. This also contributed to

confusion and uncertainty for the family. Post-intervention scores for the

couple were all within the average range, suggesting perceived inprovement

in al'I areas. The childrs pre-test profile shows high defensiveness and
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scores in average and strength range in all areas, and hence 1arge

discrepancies with parents scores. Parents scores are interpreted as

reflecting the true picture of the family functioning. The only area of

agreement is in that of comnuhication. In the child's post-intervention

measure, he was more anxious than defensive, and his perceptions of

strength or weakness more closely resemble those of his parents. Parents

post-test scores show agreement with each other in severaL areas. The

profiles on the whole fit with clinical observatÍons in changes occurring

during treatment. This couple was able to display increased awareness of

children's needs for consistent and flexible direction and de¡nonstrated

ability to deaL effectively with difficulties encountered in chiLd

management. They also showed awareness of children's needs for safety and

stability. FamiLy members displayed increased interest and invol.vement

with each other, wjth parents initjating more recreational activities that

childretr enjoyed. Parents aÌso emphasized and supported activities for

children that they could pursue individually to achieve a sense of

conpetency and autonomy.

While this couple showed some inprovement in their marital

relationship, such as discussing sexual needs and communication, cLinical

observations suggested that there was continued change necessary in this

area. The Dyadic Adjustment Scale scores revealed problems in and littl.e

change upon post-test on the dyadic consensus subscale. This is consistent

with observations Ìn that the couple continued to argue frequently in a

non-productive ¡nanner, and showed little toleration for differentness in

their perspectives on several issues. In the remaining subscales the

coup-le's pre and post-test scores were withín the range of the norms for
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narried couples. In the dyadic satísfaction subscale, scores were slightty

higher in the post-test. On all subscales there is considerable agreement

between the couple about how they feel in the relationship.

OveralL, Mr. [,rl's scores ref lected the most positive change whi].e his

partner's scores remained fairly constant. Both partners reported enhanced

feelings of satisfaction in the reLationship upon ternination,

Comparison of pre and post problem checklist results for this fanily

reveal simiLar trends for each child who completed the forn. The oLder

child shows an increase in feelings of satisfaction dealing with matters

concerning sex, however less with regard to use of discipline and physical

force. Mother also reported increased satisfaction in dealing with sexual

matters and drug or alcohol use. Both parents also report increased

satisfactíon generaJly in dealing with prob.lens and father sees improvenent

in overall relationships among family members. Children's scores may

suggest ongoing concerns regarding parents' use of control, or aggressive

behavior among siblings, consistent with clinical observations.
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FAM GENERAL SCALE
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TABLE I

PRE AND POST INTERVENTION SCORES FOR DYADIC ADJUS1IIIENT SCAIE

MALE FEMALE

PRE-TEST POST-TEST PRN-TEST POST_TEST

DYADIC
CONSENSUS ¡5,5¡

49 47 45 47

DYADIC
SATISFACTION

I çn\

33 40 35 37

AFFECTIONAL
EXPRESSION

(12)
7 l0 9 7

DYADIC
comSIoN e4)

l3 t7 17 17

DYADIC
ADJUST}IENT(l5l)

92 106 114 r08
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TEE D. FAIIILY: FIGT'RE 2 TABLE 2

The FAM-III profiles for the D. family included each member of the

fa¡nily. Pre-test profiles show all areas of functioning in the problem

range. The adolescent's profile also reveals a high Level of anxiety about

her fanily. Father is also very anxious. In clinical observation thÍs

would be masked anxiety with family members initially exhibiting a high

level of denÍal and a "we're okay" presentation. There is nore agreement

between mother and daughter, although father and daughter both identify

control as problematic, more so than mother. Control and influence in this

fanily tended to be laissez-faÌre in style with destructive patterns of

control in response to the attenpt to acconplish tasks. Post-intervention

scores showed movement toward the average range in all areas for the

adults, however Motlrer still see problems in three areas. The daughters

scores remained very much in the problem family rarìge in all. areas. Task

acconplishnent, comnunication and affectjve involvement are still seen as

problematic for Mother. , In generaL there is wide discrepancy in the

scores. If Mothers scores are viewed as the anchor on this profile, the

problem areas may be interpreted as reflecting more difficulties remaining

in her relationship to her daughter. ThÍs Ís particularìy seen in her

difficulty experiencing empathy for her daughter and in meeting her

enotional needs. The high scores for the daughter nay reflect her sense of

her mother's ambivalence, for while she took risks to confront her mother

about existing problems and feelings related to the abuse, this resulted in

her increased vulnerability to rejection by mother. AII family members

perceived change in the directlon of the average range in the area of

control. this reflects the changes observed clinically related to the
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style of control towards ¡nore consistency and a less destructive style of

influence among fanily menbers.

The couples Dyadic Adjustment Scale scores do not reveal notable

changes. There is a high level of agreenent and total scores are within

the married range of norms. The couple agree that there are difficulties

in dyadic consensus. This couple did remain consistently optimistic about

their relationship and certain of their conmitment. They were able to

acknowledge and Ídentify problen areas in their relationship and seek ways

to change, although this often fluctuated with a tendency to minimize or

externalize problems.

In the conparÍson of pre and post-test problem checklist, all faniJ¡r

members reported increase in feelings of satisfaction concerning ability to

share positÍve and negative feelings and to handle anger or frustration.

Mother and daughter's scores reveal increased satisfaction in dealing with

sexuaf matters. The child's post-test aÌso reflected positive change in

the area of discipline and use of physical force, a problem clearly evident

in the assessnent.
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FIGT]RE 2
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TA3LE 2

PRN AND POST INTERVENTION SCORES FOR DYADIC ADJUSTMENT SCAIE

MALE F'EI{ALE

PRE_TEST POST-TEST PRN-TEST POST_TEST

DYADIC
CONSENSUS (65

40 42 48 43

DYADIC
SATISFACTION

34 36 33 35

AFFECTIONAL
EXPRESSION

lrrl
l0 l0 l0 t0

DYADIC
.COHESION

(24)
t5 t6 20 22

DYADIC
ADJUSTI.ÍENT(l5l)

99 r04 ill lt0
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THE S. FAIIIILY: FIGT]RE 3 AT{D 4 TÁBLE 3

Pre-test profiles of this family reflect the extreme disorganization

ancl dysfunction evident in clinical observation. This family had been in

treatment for the longest period of time, with the team co¡tsensus being

that they demonstrated the least capacity for change. This fanily was

characterized by chaos and enmeshed relationships, demonstrating over-

involvement in some areas and neglect of childrenrs emotional needs. It is

a blended family in which the adults each brought two adolescent children

fro¡n earlier relationships. Mother had a history of involvenent in

physically abusive relationships and considerable unresolved family of

origin Íssues involving her parentification and suspected sexual abuse.

Father had a history of failed relationships which had invoLved marriages

to adolescent women. He also carried unresolvecl loss issues fron fami.ly of

origitt, including his adoption and the premature death of his adoptive

father. Both these adults also lost infant children to illness in their

earlier narriages. Their relationship developed through Mrs. S's escape

from a physically abusivJ "oou"", noving jn wjth Mr. S who was her

neighbor. Both children of Mrs. S were physically abused by their ¡ratural

father. The fatherrs two boys had resided wjth hÍm for the past 6 years,

but were the focus of an ongoing custody dispute between he and tlìeir

mother.

The sexual abuse in the ho¡ne involved Mr. S sexually nolesting the 10

year old female. Sibling incest also occurred between this child and her

15 year old brother. Family nembers denonstrated weak interpersonal

boundaries, The sexuaLly abusive behavior was Later discovered to also
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extend outside the family boundary, involving another family residing irr

the same apartment complex. hlhile Mr. S was charged and incarcerated for

abuse of his partner's daughter, there remained co¡rsiderabLe discrepancy

between his admitted sexual offenses and the victi¡rs initial statement.

The pre-intervention FAM-IiI profile shows extreme discrepancies in

perceptions of family members, with so¡ne approach to agreement in the area

of role performance as probJ.ematÍc. There are certainLy uncJ.ear

expectations of roles as parents or as adolescents. The parents in this

family tended to desperately need the adolescents to be involved in their

activities and to have adolescents buffer any interactions, since closeness

between them was very threatening. One had the sense that, without the

children, this couple did not have a rej.ationship. One intervention by the

therapist involved sinpLy instructing the couple to come alone to sessions

without children in an effort to separate the subsystems. This was net

with protest and resistance. couple therapy revealed that Mrs. s was

unconfortable with her sexuality and needed to discount and criticize any

essence of femininity. Both partners demonstrated a Iack of sexual

knowledge. Mrs. S was able to do some insightful family of origin work

toward beginning to make connections between her earlier experience and

present sense of self. She was also able to acknowledge sone feelings

surrounding her past physicalJ.y abusive relationship and the impact on her

children. Her current relationship with her daughter was symbiotic in nany

respects and she focused on the psychosomatic complaints of both she and

the child. She described pushing her daughter toward Mr. S for affectiorr

needs with no insight into the way this contributed to sexual abuse. Mrs.

S was also threatened by the emotional development of her daughter. The
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couple desperately needed the children in their Lives and te¡rded to

infantilize the¡n. The scattered profiles can also be interpretecì as

showitrg the extent to which famiJ-y members have little concept of what

constitutes nore normal farnily. functioning in the different areas. For

children the post-test scores showed high defensiveness and elevatÍons in

the area of task acconpìishnent. It was felt that children dicl not feel

permission from parents to express concerns in a number of areas. For

exanple, the adults'need to have the children look after their emotional

needs made it impossible for the two boys to express any positive feeJ.ings

for their natttral mother. One adoLescent scores showed perceptions of

family strengtlt in some areas and the average range for others. This boy

had been living out of the home for a prolonged period of time ancl na\¡ have

had an idealized view of the family, not being currently influenced by the

family envjronnent ancl interactional patterns. At one pojnt this boy

perpetrated a sexual offense in a foster home. It was felt that tllis was

in part a destructive way of conmunicating hjs unreadiness to return home,

since at the time his parents were insistent upon this, He did not feel

permÍssion to express his anxiety to his parents, and the sexual offense,

in addition to being destructive, guaranteed his continued removal. His

nother's response was one of anger, while his stepfather's own sexual

disturbance was reveaLed in his response, which was to show disgust at the

fact that the victim had been another male. The message was that sexual

aggression toward females is nore acceptable.

Mr, S's scores present as suggestÍng that he sees everything as okay

in the family, while in fact the opposite is true. This individual hacl a

strong defensive presentation, tending to gloss over problerns, externaìize
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problems through blarning the system, rather than accept responsibility for

change in treatment. Statements of responsibility or acceptance of the

need to change lacked any refJ.ection of genuine feelings or sincerity.

The dyadic adjustment scale scores reflect lower scores on three of

four subscales with two scores in the divorced range for Mrs. S on the

post-test. Interpretation may suggest that she was able to become more

aware of differences and conflict and percieved her relationship with Mr, S

as Less satisfactory after deveìopÍng sone insight into the nature of their

interaction.

This families' level of dysfunction is again revealed in the problem

checklist scores. Two of the three children completing the checklist

report dissatisfaction in areas of sharing problems, handling angerr and

frustration and in dealing wÍth matters concerning sex on both pre and

post-test. One item of note in nother's responses upon post-testing Ís the

indication that she is satisfied with "housing" and "time family members

spend together". This is of clinical interest since she resided separate

from Mr. S. and saw him infrequentJ.y, yet remained dysfunctionally enmeshed

with her daughter supporting the impression that intimacy in the couple

relationship was threatening.
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FIGURE 3

FAM GENERAL SCALE
FAM GENERAL SCALE
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FIGURE 4

FAII/I GENERAL SCALEFAM GENERAL SCALE
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TÁBLE 3

PRE AND POST INTERVENTION SCORNS FOR DYADIC ADJUSTMENT SCA].E

}IALE FE}IALE

PRE-TEST POST-TEST PRE-TEST POST_TEST

DYADIC
CONSENSUS 165¡

54 52 44 34

DYADIC
SATISFACTIONI59

36 37 38 3l

AFFECTIONAI,
EXPRESSION ( lZ

12 il ll 9

DYÁDIC
COI{ESION 124¡

20 17 17 r9

IDYADIC'
ADJIISTUENT( lS I

t22 lt7 lt0 93
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THE L. FAI,IILY: FIGT'RE 5 : TABLE 4

In this family, there were two female chiLdren age 8 and 10 who were

both victinized by the stepfather. The couple had two younger sons age 1

and 4 and had been in a relationship for six years. Both adults had a

history of sexual abuse, disruptiveness and abandonment jn childhood. The

father disclosed earLier sexual abusive behavior of his younger sister.
Mother had a history of invoLvement in abusive relationships with two men,

including the girls father who had physically abused them as well. She

managed to disengage fron this relationship several years earfier before

meeting Mr. L. He was not physically abusive but had a gr.eat deaL of

repressed anger re-ìated to childhood experiences. During the course of

treatment, the couple were seen as evaluating and gradually disengaging as

a coupJe towarcl eventual decisjon to termiuate the relationship. Mrs. L,s

relationship with her oldest daughter was impaired and judged to have been

so since prior to the sexual abuse.

The FAM-III profiles incLude the parents

scores show discrepancies in their perceptions

problem area during the course of treatment.

show a high level of defensiveness. He was in

therapist but became Less so over time.

Interpretation of the profiles

less prepared and able to recognize

process of treatnent gave rise to a

individual issues for both partners

only. Both pre and post-test

and movement fro¡n average to

Fatherrs pre-test scores also

fact very suspicious of the

would be that initiatly the couple r{ere

the probÌen areas in the famity. The

re-evaluation and exploratÍon of

and a truer evaluation of the probJ.ems
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evident Ín the family as a whole. Mother was able

around family of origin issues, relationship with

to

her

do some positive work

mother and sibl ing;s .

She was able to use her energy to begin to take charge of her life by

dealing effectively with her 'nother's interference. In expJ.oring her sense

of self and her own needs she focused on a conmitment to return to school,

and to get a drivers licence. Prior to this she had depended excessively

upon her partner. Mr. L was unable to fulfil the role of a partner or a

parent in this relationship, focusing on his sons as meeting his own needs

for love and affection, only when it was suitable for him.

While Mrs. L could demonstrate true caring and affection for her

oldest daughter, negative feeling were also projected and this child was

scapegoated constantly, The child was in need of a tremendous amount of

support which her nother could not provide. Episodes of running away ancì

risk-taking to punish herself left her at risk and vulnerable to further

abuse. This child was involved in a peer therapy group and was also in

need of individual therapy which the system could not readily provide. The

therapists approach involved consistent and supportive reparentÍng of the

mother which appeared to result some positive interactions with the child,

The Dyadic Adjustnent Scale scores are interpreted as reflecting a

true picture on the males part, showing poor adjustment at both testing

times. At the time of the post-test both had initÍated relationships with

new adult partners.
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FIGI]RN 5

FAM GENERAL SCALE FAM GENERAL SCALE
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TABLE 4

PRE AND POST INTERVENTION SCORES FOR DYA-DIC ADJUST}IENT SCALE

MALE EEì,IALE

PRE-TEST POST-TEST PRE-TEST POST-TEST

DYADIC
CONSENSUS

33 29 59 47

. DYADIC
SATISFACTION¡5¡

27 23 43 37

AFFECTIONA].
EXPRESSTON ( I

5 4 9 I

DYADIC
.COI{ESION 9 8 l9 l9

DYADIC
ADJUST}TENT( I5

74
)

64 130 ltl
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PÄRÎ V

coNcÏ,usrot¡

This Practicum experience has been a valuable one both in terns of

providing the student with specific insights into the treatment of sexualJy

abusive famiLies and as providing an opportunity for professional growth

and developnent of clinical practice skills.

First, the experience has confirmed earlier documentation of the need

for family therapy to be a part of a nulti-faceted treatment plan. Family

members have both individual and family system problems, that, if addressed

only in isolation of each other, wil.l be linited in their capacity for

inducing change. The timing of the interventiou is also highly related to

the overall process and outcome. For example, in the L. fanrily it was

found to be very useful for the student to become involved at the point of

the disclosure and assessment. The mandated child protection crjsis

intervention cannot help but be somewhat investigative in nature and has a

specific and necessary focus on the immediate protection needs of children.

The availability of a therapist to support and provide direction for a

family, to meet frequently with these parents and children was found to be

of long term therapeutic value for the family who, Iike many, can easily

becone lost to the system once basic protection needs are addressed.

Therapeutic intervention offered at this time deals with the confusiou

displaced anger and feelings of lack of control. For the L. family, the

initiaL focus needed to be mother's management of the problem and her
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response to her chiLdren. Witliout therapy during this stage the children

would have been at risk for rejection by her.

In another situation, ttÍe D. Family, therapy hras not provided until

four months after the disclosure, when the fanily was referred to the

student. In this case the child spent three months in foster care. WhiLe

certainly sone time in care nay have been necessary, the prolonged stay is

felt to be partially associated with the period of time before famiLy

therapy was available. ThÍs contributed to increased distance in

relationships feelings of rejection and parental denial. Once the fanriJ.y

becane engaged in treatnent with the therapist sone of these emotional

issues have become more engrained and thus more difficult to change,

Perhaps earlier faniJ.y-centered treatment would facilitate nore efficient

resoLution of these issues. Based upon these experiences, the student

fincls that famill¡-focused treatnent is a service that should be prorrided

from the initial discovery of abuse, in addition to the crisis and child

protective services.

A different tining issue of therapeutic intervention surrounds the

provision of individual and group treatment needs for each family member

during the period of family and couple therapy. As noted in Part III, the

group treatment did not commence untiL sometime after the irtitiation of the

students family work. It was found that for all fanilies, certain targeted

areas of change were difficul.t to address when the father particuJ.arJ-y was

not yet engaged in intensive offender treatnent. Once this was initiated,

family and couple treatment was feLt to be more effective. This is also

consistent with ¡nost of the treatment literature. In the l{. fanily, the
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father was invoLved in weekly indivjdual treatment throughout the duration

of the family and couple treatment. In cornparison to one of the men where

this was delayed, his capacity for insight and ability to discuss his

offending behavior openly in sessions was apparent. This will also be

influenced by the individual degree of motivation, personality and

readiness for change, for although Mr. S. had been in offender treatment

for several nonths prior to referral to the student, he demonstrated a low

level of insight and high denial.

In her work with these fanilies the student recognizes the problem of

dysfunction in the couple relationship to a greater extent than is

generalty identified in the ljterature. As is noted in Part III, several

areas of disturbance in the couple's relationship were found, suggesting

that this dynamic reguires careful assessment when families are beginnin¡1

treatment. Couple therapy sÌrould be defined as a treatmetìt focus with

attention to their sexual reJ.ationship, Ínteraction and the influence of

fanily of origin issues,,

The student has also found in her practice with these families that

the need to confront the abuse experiences and to explore incidents with

family nenbers is an inportant part of the therapy process. It is through

direct expJ.oration that much underlying denial of abuse is brought to Iight

despite seemingly clear or apparent admission of responsibility and

occurrence of the abuse. It seems that this is the most effective

technique of discovering evidence of denial and reasons behind lingering

defenses among parents who abuse their children. Secondly, as described

earlier, this is one of the ways of helping the family to identify the
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conditions which allowed the abuse to occur or made it easier for it t<-r

occur' Specific conditions can henceforth be avoided if this is addressed

in therapy. i\ot all family therapists would be so inclined to extract

details of abuse patterns in the family during the therapy sessio¡s. It is

often viewed as inappropriate to the task of family therapy. In fact, to

not do so may be considered erroneous and gives the family the message that

it is not inportant to deaL directly and openìy with harmful patterns of

abuse' While much of the current literature now emphasizes this point, the

student is concerned that in practice this nay often be negJected. This

practicum experience has confirmed the therapeutic vaLue of addressing the

abuse incidents directly.

The existence of general physical and enotionally abusive patterns

among the four famiLies and itr their intergenerational histories is a

cìjsturbing observation. Only in one fanjl]r was evidence of physjcaJ abuse:

toward children not confirmed. This suggests that one needs to be Less

categorical in one's thinking about "incestuous families" and to be aware

of the need to assess general. abusive patterns of alJ. types when such

families are identified in the conmunity and referred for therapy.

Physical abuse is not Less damaging to children than sexual abuse, but is
less sensationalized in our society. Social workers have a responsibility

to address this probJ.em in the community as a whole. Clinicians must be

able to respond to the therapeutic needs of child victins of sexual abuse

and their families where physical abuse has occurred as well. Sexual abuse

is often perpetrated on children in fanilies where physical violence and

emotional abuse is occurring. Family therapists must be prepared to
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explore all forms of violence and to plan specific interventions to change

patterns contributing to any forn of abuse.

The student had an opportunity to increase her knowledge of the

functioning of the legal and child protection system that impacts on

families, and the ways that thís inhibits or promotes the treatment

process. Some of these larger system issues have been cited in the case

exanples earlier. Overall, the inportance of the role of Child and l'anily

Services for the fanily engaged in treatment should not be underestimated.

This agency should be considered a key in the helping network that includes

the family therapist and others. Once crisis oriented child protection

needs were addressed the ler¡el of involvement of the child and family

service social worker with the student's families varied considerably.

This did not appear to correspond with a families'partÍcular needs. For

exampJ.e, some sociaL workers continued to provide case nanagenent,

monitoring of child protection needs, resource seeking and provision and

direct contact with the famil.y. This is valuabLe to the treatnent process,

In other situations, the agency social worker tended to withdraw thejr

involve¡nent once learning that the family was involved in treatment.

Clearly the circumstances are influenced by a number of child welfare

operational. issues that are the subject of ongoing controversy. The point

of interest for the student, however, was the benefit of the continuous and

regular involvenent of the social worker for the families where this was

provided.

A related issue of concern involving the J.arger system is the lack of

availability of resources in the system. Currently there are insufficient
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support resources for practical services, as well. as individual and group

treatment components for families. Professionals working to provi<le

treatment for families where chiLdren are abused are well aware of this

problem, and need to continue' to advocate for increased resources and

treatment programs.

Apart from the aforementioned concerns, family therapists must also be

aware of the complicatÌons arising for fanilies who are involved with tlie

legal systen. The inefficiency of this system often contributes to

considerable distress for families who are already struggliug with so many

other diffÍculties. The nost conmon involve stressful events for child

victims and repetitive sente¡rcing remands for parents convicted of abuse,

The fanily therapist must be prepared to respond to the anxiety,

frustration and fear associated with the legal processes, as well, as

aclvocate f or improve¡nents toward a .Less dÍ sruptive process f or f ami I ies in

treatment.

In undertaking to begin thjs clinical practicum the student had

personaJ. learning goals that were fuLfiLled by the experience ahead. She

wished to develop her family therapy skills in both assessment and

intervention techniques and specifically in applicatiorì to clinical work

with abusive fanilies, The student found that she was able to become more

aware of her specific skiLLs, personaL approach and therapeutic style. In

the challenge to balance confrontation with empathy to¡rard providing

structure and direction for families, the student became confident in her

ability to do so. Through the experience of intensive clinical

supervision, the student Learned the value of discovering
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"countertransference" issues that may arise for her in therapeutic work

with fa¡nilies or individuals. This part of learning is inperatirre for

growth and effectiveness in clinical practice.

Some comments concerning the evaLuation Ínstruments are provided in

Part IV. Further thoughts that may be useful for future students are the

following. 0f the neasures enpJ.oyed, the FAM-III was found to be of most

benefit in terms of revealing differences and leveL of defensiveness among

fanily ¡ne¡nbers. The problem checklist was a.lso useful in terns of clients'

being able to indicate feelings about probJ.em areas especially relevant to

sone of the presenting difficulties of this population. Students

interested in undertaking similar practicum studies should consider the use

of a separate measure for children in the family that would be able to

identify a change in the child's sense of safety and feelings of being

protected withirr the family environment.
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' APPnuorx i
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APPENDIX

7 INSTITI.JTE FOR TT{E COMMUNITY AS EXTENDED FAMILY
GUIDELTI{IS FOR ÂSSESSII{G A FAI{ILY'S

REAoU{ESS FoR FrrAL nEuntr¡c¡rior

. The_se.guldel-lncs can be_flìIø ln on each fanf ly¡nd lncluded ln letter to ,rpD at tt¡e ¡ipràprhtc fláe.

f,frr'-
TfiDIVIDUAT AI{D GROUP COUIISELTTIG

l. Each parent fs well gr.ounded tn U,cir om ldcntlty rnd
11tf191rt{cncc. eacñ ¡btc to st¡nã'ån thetr om-ir.o'icct,no tonger dependent.on cach oürer, but rather lnterdependðntln their rclitfonshlp Sc¡lc l_10:

2. Each parcnt fs ¡ble to cffectfvely conrounicate tlrelrorn needs rnd goars utlllzfng cos¡unication skllrs. scate r-r0:
Each parent fs free of ¡lcohol or druE use if ¡jllntinS or drug probleo Has p¡rr of Ër¡ã fanity
dynaoics or llnked to ü¡c ælàstÍng or failurc toprotect behavior.

Father ls galnfully ernploycd. or lf dis¡bled, has found
ways to nakc a contrlbutfon so feels important (such asin hooe nanagenent).

Child victim(s)
¡¡. Yerbalizes th¿t responslbllity for the decfsfon to¡plest is the offender,s and ãot hfs,/her own.
b. Derrcnstrates and has lnternalfzed ¡n attftude of

orning_own-body, bcfng-abìe to say .no,, and-tiifng
care of self by reportfng ¡ rcsroìest.

c. De¡ronstrates the ¡blllty to verb¡lize conccrns
about farnily re-unlffc¡tfon (fear, apprehension,distrust, etc.)

d. C¿n verbalfzc what needs to cfiange before
f¡ther can return hqnc.

6. All chlldren h¡vc becn grounded ln their onn identlty
and sel f-confldence.

OYAO AIID 6ROUP COUIISELIIIG.,

7.. Parents underst¡nd the rel¡ilonshlp betveen the seru¡lmolest¡tlon ¿nd the dysfuncilon¡l å:pects of their oldrelatlonshlp of the piit.

3.

ffi

Yes

Yes

Scaì e l-10:

yes

Yes

Y!i

Yes llo

llo

l{o

ilo

Yes

4.

5.

flo

tlo

l{o
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8. Parents de¡nonstrate abfllty to effecilvely conmunlcate-
their needs and Tånts to each other, resuiilng fn ¡dult'
support ¡nd nurturance to cach other. Gfve eiampìes. Scale l-10:

9. Ser therapy has been an fntegral part of oarftal
counseling resulting ln thc iouplä ln process of
developfng nuù¡ally satlsfyfng icxuar ierationshrp. Scale r-10:

10. Parents de¡nonstrate trust ln cach other (as observed
when alone and rith partner). ' Yes t{o

ll. Roles of cach spouse h¡ve becn clearly defined (vho,s
responsible for rhat in the t¡one?) Scaìe l-10:

12. P¿rents tuve developed rays to spend time with each
other and h¡ve fun. Gfve cxaaples. Scale l_10:

13. Offending parent has expressed full responsibility
with victio(s) for decÍslon to sexuaìfzê ttrerelationship yes l{o _

I 14. Victi¡¡ tus fully lntegrated the rlght to say.no" to
I offending parent's advances and anyone else-,s (without

fear of losing ìove). Has demonstrated this through
roìe playing in sessions vfth offending pðrent. yes _ l{o _

15. I'liother-child bondÍng tras Þeen re-establ ished with aìlchiìdren. yes ito

FAHILY AI{O GNOUP COUNSETII{G
I

16. At¡ minors in the home nho may be at risk have been
informed of situation and right to sðy "no"_ yes l{o

17. Atl children are ¿ble to ihare their feelings about the
molest with farniìy members . yes llo

18. Child/cn; ldren able to ldentify reasons why he/she did
not report nplest earlier and has shared with famiìy members. yes lio

19. Offending pareñt has taken firll responsibility with
siòl ings for decision to .colest viciim(s). - yes _. tio _

20. Roles of pðrents ¿nd children are cìearìy defineC. (Role
revers¿l no longer evident.) Give exampìes. yes Ho ?
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21. Cbfldren demonstrate trust ln nother and see her as
pro tector.

22. Parents deøonstrate respect for their chÍldren,s
prlvacy.

23. Chfldren can openly conr¡unlc¡te feellngs. problms,
¡nd dlfferences of oplnlon rlth parentãl'süpæ"i.-'

24. Chfldren can actively prrHclpate ln rgc (appropriate)
decl slon-oaki ng.

25. -Capaclty for lopuìse control irescnt ln ALL
fan_ft¡ serobers. .ilhÍs requfres-that speclffc lfoitsof behavlor. parilcularly those reìatèd to ¡plest
issues, be outlfned for each ¡enber ln llRlTlNG.

26. All fanily oerbers are clear on rhat ls approprÍate
vs. lnappropriate touch fn their fanlly aàà rirat
are appropriate expressfons of ¡ffection.

27. All fanily oeobers express a deslre to l¡ve offender
home.

FamÍly has dernonstrated over period of time capacfty
to resolve probìeras in a constructfve nanner,
utilizing newly acguired sHils.

29. Fanlly can.der¡onstrate socialìy acceptable mys to
have fun trith each other.

30. Fanr'ly is conr¡itted to contfnuing therapy sessions. to deal nith re-integratfon and any rearaining
indÍvidual issues.

SELF.HELP COITPOilENT

31. Parents have consistently volunteered their time to
the self-help component of Parents United.

llumber-of hours voìunteered to.date: Father Hother

Tes

t{o

t{o

Yes

iloYes

l{o

l{o

Yes

Yes

f{oYes

l{oYes

28.

Scale t-10:

Sc¡le l-10:

Scaìe l-10:

Scale 1-10:

TEAI{ ¡{EI{BERS RECOHJ'IENDATI OI{S

Yes llo

Yes _
Ies

No

t{o

Tes - fio

Tes llo


